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ABSTRACT 
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Doctor of Philosophy 

Design and Optimisation of Constrained Electromagnetic Energy Harvesting Devices 

By Mehdi Hendijanizadeh 

This thesis investigates the design and optimisation of constrained electromagnetic energy 

harvesters. It provides optimal design guidelines for constrained electromagnetic energy 

harvesters under harmonic and random vibrations. To find the characteristics of the vibration 

source, for instance vertical motion of a boat, the spectrum of the excitation amplitude should be 

obtained. Two Kalman filter based methods are proposed to overcome the difficulties of 

calculating displacement from measured acceleration. Analytical models describing the dynamics 

of linear and rotational electromagnetic energy harvesters are developed. These models are used 

to formulate a set of design rules for constrained linear and rotational energy harvesters subjected 

to a given sinusoidal excitation. For the sake of comparison and based on the electromechanical 

coupling coefficient of the systems, the maximum output power and the corresponding efficiency 

of linear and rotational harvesters are derived in a unified form. It is shown that under certain 

condition, rotational systems have greater capabilities in transferring energy to the load resistance 

and hence obtaining higher efficiency than linear systems. Also, the performance of a designed 

rotational harvester in response to broadband and band-limited random vibrations is evaluated 

and an optimum design process is presented for maximizing the output power under these 

conditions. It is furthermore shown that the profile of the spectral density of the measured 

acceleration signal of a typical boat can be approximated by a Cauchy distribution which is used 

to calculate the extracted power extracted by the proposed energy harvester in real conditions. In 

order to increase the operational bandwidth of rotational energy harvesters, subjected to time-

varying frequency vibrations, a variable moment of inertia mechanism is proposed to adaptively 

tune the resonance frequency of harvester to match the excitation frequency. Also, the effects of 

combining the variable moment of inertia mechanism and adjusting the load resistance to increase 

the operational bandwidth of the system for constrained and unconstrained applications are 

studied. Finally, a ball screw based prototype is manufactured and the experimental results of its 

testing are presented which confirm the validity of the design and the derived dynamic equations 

of the system.  
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  Chapter 1  Introduction 

 1  

Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 Energy harvesting 

Energy harvesting is defined as the process of capturing and converting energy 

from an ambient energy source into electrical energy for powering electrical equipment. 

The interest in energy harvesting from ambient sources arises partly from its potential to 

increase the operational lifecycle of autonomous or standalone applications by reducing 

their reliance on finite power sources, e.g. batteries or super-capacitors. This advantage 

reduces the maintenance cost and increases the reliability of utilizing the off-grid 

electrical components and extends the exploitation of ambient sources of energy in a 

wide range of applications such as medical implants [1, 2], wireless sensor networks [3, 

4] and applications in remote areas and harsh environments [5]. In addition, in large-

scale applications, the ambient sources of energy are considered as clean and renewable 

alternative sources for fossil fuels to power electrical grids [6, 7].  

There are different types of energy sources in the environment and technologies 

have been developed over the years to harvest energy from these resources.  

Photovoltaic is the most commonly utilised source of energy. Solar radiation and indoor 

illumination provide sufficient energy to power a range of electrical equipment from a 

small refrigeratormountedona camel’sback [8] to wristwatches and calculators [9]. 

Electromagnetic radiation from sources like radio and microwave communications is 

another source of energy available in the environment, which can be exploited in some 

applications such as passive radio frequency (RF) tags for automatic identification and 

surveillance [10]. Thermal energy harvesters rely on a thermal gradient to generate 

energy, for instance utilising the temperature difference between earth layers [11] or 

between human body and the ambient environment [12]. Kinetic energy is presented in 

any moving object including fluids such as air and water [13, 14, 15]. If the moving 

object performs a reciprocating motion, the source of energy can be viewed as a 

“vibrationenergysource”.With this definition, a wide range of energy sources such as 

ocean waves, human body motion and civil structures movement can be categorized 

under vibration energy sources and hence, vibration energy is regarded as one of the 

most ubiquitous sources of energy which offers a great potential for ambient energy 

harvesting.  
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1.2 Vibration energy harvesting 

Harvesting energy from ambient vibration and moving structures has been the 

subject of significant research in the last decade, which has resulted in a numerous 

publications, including a number of review articles [16, 17, 18].  These articles report 

vibration energy harvesting in a wide range of devices and applications.  The majority 

of research is related to applications with a vibration frequency of 10 Hz to 20 kHz and 

the power generation in the range of 10µW to 100 mW. This level of energy is enough 

to power wireless sensors and low-power electronics. However, in some situations the 

vibration can be very large, for example the vibration of tall buildings [19], vehicle 

systems [20], ocean waves [21] and human motion [22]. In these applications, usually 

the frequency of vibration is less than 10 Hz but due to the large amplitude of 

vibrations, the potential for harvesting energy from 1 W to 100 kW or more exists.  

Recently, with the elevated concerns on the global energy and environmental issues, 

harvesting energy from large-scale vibrations is more attractive and hence it has become 

one of the important research areas [16].   

Regardless of the device size, a typical vibration energy harvester comprises a 

mechanical system with external excitation, a transducer that converts the vibration 

energy into electrical form and mechanisms for motion magnification and transmission. 

In addition, power electronics and control systems are employed to maximize and 

manage the power flow to loads and energy storage devices. Traditionally, vibration 

energy is dissipated as wasted heat by the damping elements of the systems. However, 

transducers in vibration energy harvesting systems can convert mechanical energy into 

electricity. The common means of converting vibration energy into electricity are 

piezoelectric, electrostatic and electromagnetic conversion mechanisms. 

1.2.1 Electrostatic energy harvesters 

Electrostatic generators are comprised of two conductive plates that are electrically 

separated by air or a dielectric, which move relative to each other. The principle of 

operation is based on the change of capacitance between the parallel plates. When the 

plates move relative to each other due to vibrations, the capacitance between the 

conductors varies that in turn boosts the energy stored in the harvester [18]. There are 

two modes of operations for such systems, the charge-constrained mode and the 
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voltage-constrained mode [23]. In the charge-constrained mode of operation, the charge 

on the capacitor is kept constant and when the capacitance reduces, due to the gap 

increase between the plates or the overlap reduction, the voltage between the plates 

increases. In the voltage constrained-mode, the voltage between the plates remains 

constant; therefore, the charge on the plates increases when either the gap between the 

plates is reduced or the plates overlap area is increased. In the former mode of 

operation, one voltage source would be required for the initial charging of the 

electrostatic based harvester. Whereas, for the latter mode of operation, two voltage 

sources would be required, one for initial charging and the second one for keeping the 

voltage constant during operation [23, 24].  

One advantage of electrostatic harvesters is their compatibility with 

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication processes that enable the 

manufacture of miniaturized electrostatic energy harvesters for micro devices [25]. In 

addition, electrostatic based harvesters are capable of producing one to several volts and 

hence ordinary rectifying circuits can be used for AC to DC conversion. However, they 

exhibit high output impedances that result in low levels of output current.  The major 

concerns in utilizing electrostatic energy harvesters are the necessity of a pre-charge 

voltage and the requirement of a switching circuit for their operation. Another 

disadvantage is that, for many configurations, a mechanical stop must be employed to 

ensure that the capacitor electrodes do not come into contact and short the electrical 

circuit [23, 26].  

1.2.2 Piezoelectric energy harvesters 

The piezoelectric materials used in these harvesters consist of polarized domains, 

which are oriented randomly under unloaded condition. However, when the 

piezoelectric material is subjected to mechanical strain or deformation, the dipole 

domains orient themselves and create a charge separation across the material, resulting 

in a potential difference. Polycrystalline ceramics and piezoelectric polymers are some 

of the most commonly used piezoelectric materials [27]. Piezoelectric polymers are 

widely used due to their low cost and high flexibility, however, their piezoelectric 

coefficient is much smaller than that of piezoelectric ceramics. 
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A cantilever beam is one of the most common structures in piezoelectric energy 

harvesters [17]. Thin layers of piezoelectric materials are deployed on a micro-

fabricated cantilever beam, and a proof mass attached to the beam is used to tune the 

frequency of the harvester, which is related to the weight and position of the mass. 

Energy harvesters with only one layer of piezo-material on the cantilever beam are 

referred to as unimorph piezoelectric harvesters [28, 29]. The harvesters that utilize two 

layers of piezoelectric materials on either sides of the cantilever beam architecture are 

known as bimorph piezoelectric harvesters [30]. Also, in some applications, an array of 

coatedpiezoelectriccantileverbeamisemployedtobroadentheharvester’sbandwidth 

[31].   

 It is commonly assumed that piezoelectric devices produce voltage in the order of 

one to several volts [17]. This ability is important as it provides the possibility of 

utilizing an ordinary rectifying system in the electrical circuit for AC to DC conversion.  

However, the high output impedance of these devices causes low level of current. In 

general, the voltage and current levels mainly depend on the design and electrical load 

circuit of the energy harvester. Therefore, an advantage of piezoelectric energy 

harvesters is the possibility of designing a harvester that produces appropriate ranges of 

voltage and current for directing power to an electrical load such as wireless sensors. 

Also, in contrast with electrostatic based harvesters, no separate voltage source is 

required to initiate the transducer. In addition, no mechanical stoppers are needed and 

therefore an energy harvester can be designed that will exhibit very little mechanical 

damping [32]. In addition, piezoelectric harvesters are a neat choice for direct force 

generatorinwearabledevicesastheydonothaveanoticeableeffectontheuser’sgait

[18]. In general, they are a reliable choice for applications where space or weight is a 

concern [33]. However, the use of piezoelectric based harvesters remains limited to 

harvesting energy from small amplitude vibrations due to geometry constraints and 

deformation of piezoelectric materials.  

1.2.3 Electromagnetic energy harvester 

According to Faraday’s law of induction, when a wire is moved relative to a

magnetic field, or vice versa, an electromotive force is produced. If the wire is 

connected to an electrical load, current flows and thus electrical power is generated. 
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UtilizingtheprincipleofFaraday’slaw,anelectromagneticenergyharvesterproduces

power due to the relative movement of a coil and a magnet, which induces voltage 

across the coil terminals. A typical electromagnetic energy harvester, in its simplest 

form, comprises a magnet, a coil, a mechanical spring and a frame. The spring supports 

either the magnet or the coil and allows the relative movement in the device. There will 

be mechanical damping arises from air resistance and surface friction and the electrical 

damping appears due to current flow in the coil.    

In comparison with electrostatic and piezoelectric energy harvesters, the output 

voltage of electromagnetic based systems is in the order of few µV to several mV. 

However, due to their low output impedances, they produce relatively higher current 

levels [17]. Also, electromagnetic based harvesters are preferred in situations where 

vibration has large velocity or amplitude. Therefore, electromagnetic generators are the 

transducers of choice in large-scale energy harvesting applications. Energy recovery 

from vehicle suspensions [22], building vibration dampers [34]  and ocean waves [35]  

are some examples of large-scale electromagnetic energy harvesters.   

1.3 Electromagnetic harvesting of vibration energy in marine 

environment 

Due to the availability of wide sources of energy in the marine environment, 

different energy harvesting mechanisms have been identified. Solar energy can be 

converted to a useful form by using photovoltaic systems [36] or thermal panels [37]. 

An osmotic process is utilized to produce energy form salinity gradient [38]. More 

recently, ocean thermal energy conversion techniques (OTEC) have been developed 

[39] and several versions of wind turbines have been installed in offshore wind farms 

[40, 41].  

Vibration energy in the form of wave energy is another conventional source of 

energy in marine environment. This type of renewable energy has attracted investment 

and research funding due to its great potential following the oil crises in 1973 [42]. 

Surface buoyancy energy generation is a well-known method of harvesting energy from 

wave. These systems are composed of either a floating buoy driving a generator or 

several floating rafts that move relative to one another [43].  
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The other well-known and commercial method for harvesting energy from wave is 

overtopping. This relies on a ramp enabling water to be trapped into a reservoir. The 

reservoir border is located at a certain height above the average water level. The wave 

potential energy is thus absorbed and a turbine driven generator is activated as water 

goes back to the ocean level. A large-scale example of this architecture is the Wave 

Dragon which has been produced by Ocean Power Delivery Ltd [42]. 

Another type of electromagnetic energy harvester in marine environment is based on 

an inertia mass being placed in a host vessel either similar to a pendulum or a 

gyroscope. A large-scale example of the inertial pendulum harvesting mechanism is 

Searev [44]  and an example of the gyroscope type is the Gyro-gen [45].  

Another method of harvesting energy from waves is an oscillating water column 

which consists of a partially submerged hollow structure. The waves compress and 

decompress the trapped air column, which is thus forced to cross a Wells turbine. This 

type of turbine rotates regardless of the direction of the airflow. These types of systems 

have a disadvantage in that their efficiency decreases because of the air compressibility. 

An example of this type of mechanism is Limpet [42]. Many electromagnetic energy 

harvesting systems in a marine environment rely on a proof mass coupled to an electric 

generator whose relative movement is, directly or indirectly, caused by the waves. 

However, in these applications the frequency of vibration and hence the relative speed 

of the proof mass is low. Therefore, a direct drive generator can be quite large and 

expensive relative to the amount of power it produces, i.e. the power density of the 

generator will be very low. This is due to the fact that the size of an electric generator is 

proportional to its torque (or force in a linear generator) and accordingly the power 

density is proportional to its speed. Compared to a linear generator, a brushless rotary 

generator is dimensionally smaller and more cost-effective. Therefore, in some energy 

harvesting systems, an intermediate mechanism is utilised to convert a linear low 

frequency motion to a high frequency rotational motion to reduce the size and cost of 

the device. Rome et al. [46] developed a backpack driven energy harvesting system 

based on a rack-and-pinion mechanism. This mechanism converts the linear movement 

to a rotary motion to drive a rotary generator. This energy harvesting device produces 

an average power of 5.6 W from a normal human walk. The idea of utilising a rack-and-

pinion mechanism has also been used in some electromagnetic dampers [20, 47]. 
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However, due to friction and backlash, the use of a rack-and-pinion mechanism has 

usually resulted in a low efficiency system.  

Matsouka et al. [48] propose a fixed type and a floating type wave energy 

conversion system using a ball screw type turbine. A ball screw is a high efficiency 

alternative gearing mechanism, which is employed in some energy harvesting systems 

[48, 49, 50]. The fixed type is composed of a pressure plate and a ball screw settled in a 

caisson, and the floating type is composed of a floating body and a wave power buoy 

with a ball screw connected to a generator. The ball screw is useful in transforming slow 

linear motion into fast rotary motion with a high efficiency of more than 90%. The ball 

screw rotates by the wave force that directly hits the pressure plate and the wave power 

is efficiently converted into electric power by a generator that is connected to the ball 

screw.  

Agamloh et al. [49] study a medium scale system where a ball screw is employed to 

convert the linear displacement of a moored buoy to rotational motion for driving a 

permanent magnet generator. They have reported that commonly proposed ocean 

energy extraction techniques based on hydraulic or pneumatic intermediaries are prone 

to failure with high maintenance costs. One way of eliminating the intermediate systems 

is to use direct-drive techniques to convert the slow linear motion, produced by the 

waves, to rotary or linear motion by means of an efficient and simple system. To harvest 

energy from the movement of a buoy, they suggested a contact-less force transmission 

system (CFTS), which employs magnetic fields for contact-less mechanical thrust 

transmission. This system has enhanced the design of a new direct-drive ocean wave 

energy converter (OWEC) using a ball screw to act as a mechanical gear system for fast 

speed and torque transmission. The system comprises an outer float inside which is a 

ferromagnetic cylinder which slides against an inner module. As the outer float slides, it 

pulls the piston of the inner module along with the help of the CFTS. The inner module 

is completely sealed. The buoyancy force on the outer cylinder is transmitted through 

the wall of the inner module to the ball nut by the magnetic fields of the piston. 

However, reviewing the studies on ball screw based electromagnetic energy 

harvesters in marine environment indicates that most are generally related to fixed, 

large-scale, land-based or tethered power generation systems whereas for a boat, a 

medium-scale system needs to be considered. Furthermore, in those applications the 

maximum displacement of the oscillating mass has not been considered as a constraint 
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while in practice the range of motion of the mass is limited. In addition, in most of the 

aforementioned systems the floating parts are directly driven by the wave (i.e., there is 

no spring component in the system) whilst for boats, a portable base excited energy 

harvesting mechanism should be employed which requires a spring element.  

1.4 Thesis motivation and objectives 

In some energy harvesting applications, the maximum displacement of the seismic 

mass is constrained and by following the conventional design and optimization rules 

only sub-optimal performances are obtained. This limitation is specially highlighted in 

those applications where due to the availability of large amount of input power, the 

design process involves restricting the motion of the seismic mass. Also, the nonlinear 

behaviour of springs, when over-extended and limited size of the energy harvesting 

device are other parameters which necessitate the considering of the maximum 

allowable mass displacement as a constraint in the design process. On the other hand, 

due to limitations on geometry and finite permissible deformation of other transducers, 

the electromagnetic induction method is the more appropriate choice for large-scale 

applications.  

One of the large-scale applications of vibration energy harvesting can be found in 

the marine environment where harvesting energy from the movement of a boat is of 

interest. In general, cruising and racing yachts are increasingly reliant on electrical 

power for lighting, navigation equipment and for automatic steering systems, in the case 

of single-handed sailing. Power requirement is typically in the range of 10 to 50 watts 

for which a 12-volt lead acid storage battery is commonly used. For most short range 

cruising conditions the battery is kept charged by the main engine. However, this is not 

allowed during racing and many cruising yachtsman would prefer to avoid using the 

main engine solely for battery charging. For these applications, utilizing the renewable 

sources of energy available in the marine environment is an attractive option that must 

be considered.  

Despite the diversity of the energy sources in marine environment [51], when 

harvesting energy for a boat is of interest, only few of the available methods are 

applicable. Wind generators, towed impeller generators and solar cells are the most 

commonly used alternative power sources on boats but they all have their own 
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limitations. On relatively large racing yachts, the wind and towed impeller devices tend 

to interfere with rigging, and solar panels do not always provide enough power 

particularly in northern European waters. However, the almost perpetual boat vertical 

motion can be considered as an auxiliary source of energy for extracting power. The 

objectives of this research can be summarised as: 

1. Studying the characteristics, including amplitude, main frequency and the 

frequency range, of the vertical excitation of a typical boat in marine 

environment. 

 

2. Studying the analytical model of linear and rotational electromagnetic energy 

harvesters for constrained applications. 

 

3. Providing a set of design criteria for designing linear and rotational energy 

harvester for constrained applications. 

 

4. Designing a rotational energy harvester for harvesting energy from vertical 

movement of a boat as an example of a constrained application. 

 

5. Evaluating the performance of the designed rotational system under 

broadband and band-limited excitations. 

 

6. Studying a novel strategy for broadening the operational frequency range of 

rotational energy harvesting devices. 

 

7. Constructing and testing a prototype of a rotational energy harvester to 

validate the analytical model of the system.   

1.5 Thesis contributions and chapters summary 

Motivated by the above discussion, this thesis studies the design and constrained 

optimisation of electromagnetic energy harvesting devices. Designing a device for 

harvestingenergyfromaboat’sverticalmotionispresentedasatypicalapplication of a 

constrained electromagnetic energy harvester. Therefore, in course of addressing the 

above mentioned objectives, the thesis consists of the following chapters: 

The first step of designing an energy harvester is to investigate the vibration 

characteristics of the environment. Therefore, chapter 2 studies the frequency and 

displacement of the vertical motion of a boat obtained from the measured acceleration 

signal in real environment. The main frequency of oscillations is obtained from the 
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spectrum of the recorded acceleration signal. However, it is shown that using direct 

numerical integration to calculate velocity and displacement from the acceleration 

signal suffers from low frequency noise amplification and integration wind-up. In this 

chapter, two Kalman based methods are proposed to eliminate integration wind-up 

which are validated by conducting experiments. The methods are developed based on 

the fact that in many vibrating structures, the average of velocity and displacement 

amplitudes remain constant.  

Chapter 3 investigates the conditions for obtaining maximum output power and the 

corresponding efficiencies of two types of electromagnetic energy harvesting systems

(i.e. linear and rotational) with constraints on their range of motions. This chapter 

introduces a set of design rules for optimum design of linear and rotational 

electromagnetic harvesters in constrained applications. In addition, in this chapter the 

equationsforpowerandcorrespondingefficiencyofbothsystemsarederivedinunified

forms so that a comparison between them can be made. The comparison reveals that in 

the case of a linear system, the maximum amount of transferrable power to the load is 

half themechanicalpowertransferredbytheharvesterandhencetheefficiencyofthe

system is always less than 50%. However, a rotational system can be designed to have 

an efficiency greater than 50%. The criterion that guarantees the efficiency of a

rotational system is more than 50% is presented. Furthermore, this chapter conducts a 

study on the effect of scaling the size of the electromagnetic generator component of an 

energy harvesting system on the output power and efficiency. It is shown that by

increasingthesizeoftheenergyharvestingsystemtheefficiencyisincreasedforboth

constrained linear and rotational systems. 

Chapter 4 proposes a ball screw based device for harvesting energy from the 

vertical motion of small boats and yachts. The device is comprised of a sprung mass 

coupled to an electrical generator using a ball screw. The mathematical equations 

describing the dynamics of the system are derived and used as a basis for determining 

the optimum device parameters, namely its mass, spring stiffness, ball screw lead and 

load resistance. In this chapter to extract maximum energy from the vertical motion of a 

boat, the harvester’s parameters are selected based on a constrained optimization 

process. Here, a design process flowchart is developed that provides guidelines for 

optimum selection of the system parameters. The proposed technique considers 
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practical limiting factors involved in the design of a constraint ball screw system 

including the maximum allowable displacement of the oscillating mass. It is shown that, 

unlike unconstrained energy harvesting systems, for such energy harvester where the 

maximum displacement is constrained, selecting the optimum load resistance should be 

considered at early stages of the design process (i.e., not a posteriori step). The 

suggested system with a mass of 8 kg is estimated to produce more than 30 watts for a 

typical boat motion that oscillates with average amplitude of 1 m at 0.5 Hz. This amount 

ofenergyissufficienttosupplyatypicalboat’sinternalpowerusagedemand. 

Chapter 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed ball screw based device for 

harvesting energy under broadband and band-limited random vibrations. In this chapter, 

based on dynamic equations of the system, its frequency response function is obtained 

by utilizing the theory of random vibration and the mean power acquired from the 

harvester when it is subjected to broadband and band-limited stationary Gaussian white 

noise. The power expressions are derived in dimensional form to provide an insightful 

understanding of the effect of the physical parameters of the system on output power. 

Also,  an  expression  for  the optimum  load  resistance  to  harvest  maximum  power  

under random excitation is derived and validated by conducting Monte-Carlo 

simulation. The discussion presented in this chapter provides a  guideline  for  designers  

to  maximize  the  expected  harvested power  from  a  system  under  broadband  and  

band-limited random excitations. In addition, in this chapter it is shown that the profile 

of the spectral density of the measured acceleration of a typical boat represents a 

Cauchy distribution. Therefore, the power spectral density of the real environmental 

vibration is estimated with an analytical expression which leads to calculating the 

expected power generated by the designed rotational harvester for realistic conditions.  

  In chapter 6, a new strategy is proposed for broadening the frequency range of the 

ball screw based harvester. It is shown that by changing the moment of inertia of the 

harvester in combination with tuning the load resistance at its optimum value, the output 

power of the system under time varying frequency condition is significantly improved.   

In Chapter 7, a prototype of the proposed ball screw based energy harvester is 

constructed and tested to verify its feasibility. The device characteristics such as the 

actual mechanical damping, frequency response of the system and the optimum load 

resistance to harvest the maximum power are investigated. The results of this chapter 
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are used to validate the dynamic equations of the designed energy harvester that are 

derived in chapter 3.  
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Chapter 2:  Boat’s vertical displacement 

2.1 Introduction 

The first step in designing an energy-harvesting device to capture energy from 

ambient vibration is to study the vibration characteristics of the target environment. 

Therefore, where the harvesting energy from the vertical movement of a boat is of 

interest, information such as the frequency range of vibrations, the dominant resonant 

frequency and typical displacement amplitude of the boat are absolutely necessary.  

A review of different studies has shown that the vertical movement of typical sailing 

boats is inherently random with the dominant frequency of vibration being less than 1 

Hz [52]. This was confirmed by the authors' own boat acceleration measurement 

obtained while sailing in the English Channel, as shown in figure 2-1. The boat was a 

double hull catamaran, 34 feet long, 14 feet wide with a total weight of approximately 

3.5 tones. To measure the acceleration of the vertical movement of the boat, a micro-

machined silicon static accelerometer was positioned about 1 m from the bow. The 

power spectral density of the recorded acceleration shown in figure 2-2, indicates a 

strong response at the frequency of 0.5 Hz. In general, spectral analysis of the recorded 

data confirms that significant response also occurred at frequencies below 1 Hz, mainly 

between 0.4 Hz to 0.6 Hz.  

 

Figure  2-1 Typical boat bow vertical acceleration measured while sailing in the English Channel.
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          (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-2 Power spectral density of the measured acceleration shown in normal and semi-log.  

However, whilst in general it is straightforward to extract information on the 

frequency components, the reconstruction of the velocity and displacement time 

histories of the boat movement in response to sea waves is not an easy task and applying 

direct double integration results in unacceptable result. To understand the reasons for 

this issue and the suggested approaches to solve this problem, the relevant literature will 

be reviewed next. 
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2.2 Background 

 Direct measurement of displacement and velocity are not always feasible, as they 

require a sensor to be fixed to an inertial frame of reference, which may not be readily 

available. The measurement may simply be impractical, e.g., when measuring the 

displacement of a high bridge or a ship. For this reason, accelerometers are often used 

and the signal is then integrated to obtain velocity and displacement. Accelerometers 

have the additional advantages of lower cost, smaller size and higher bandwidth than 

electromagnetic velocity and displacement sensors. However, direct integration of an 

acceleration signal poses two main difficulties. The first arises from the presence of low 

frequency noise and dc drift, which are amplified by the integration process leading to 

integral wind-ups. The second arises from not knowing the values of the initial velocity 

and displacement, which are often non-zero. This could also cause integral wind-up. 

Further errors are caused by digital sampling, particularly if the sampling rate and the 

ADC resolution are poor [53].  

 To overcome these problems, various methods have been investigated in the 

literature in the context of different engineering applications. There are two main basic 

methods using either numerical integration of the time domain signal (direct integration 

method) or integrating its Fourier series equivalent (frequency domain method). The 

frequency domain method suffers from the problem of spectral leakage, especially when 

the signal is random and irregular. The spectral leakage problem is usually overcome by 

zero padding, i.e., setting the false frequency components caused by leakage to zero 

[54] . 

Taira et al. [55] utilize the frequency method to estimate the vertical displacement of 

a ship. They apply a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm to the measured 

acceleration signal. However, since the motion of a ship is inherently random and 

irregular, the FFT method causes errors in the estimation of displacement, which is 

referred to as leakage error. The maximum leakage error caused by all frequencies 

components that compose the signal is investigated and the frequency corresponding to 

the maximum amount of leakage error is found. After double integration of the Fourier 

series of the acceleration signal, the displacement amplitude for all frequencies below 

the maximum leakage error frequency are assumed to be zero. Although, the frequency 

domain method suffers from the problem of spectral leakage, especially when the signal 
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is random and irregular, this method is demonstrated to be effective in accurately 

calculating the vertical displacement of a ship from acceleration measurements. The 

estimated ship displacement is used to correct the wave gauge measurements and 

accordingly estimate the waves’ heights. However, it is not possible to apply this

approach in real time. 

 To achieve good accuracy with direct integration techniques, the sampling rate 

needs to be much higher than the highest frequency in the signal [54, 56]. It needs to be 

more than 12 times the highest frequency component of the signal to reduce the 

integration error to less than 1% when the trapezoidal rule is used to perform the 

integration [54]. Several techniques have been proposed by different authors to 

overcome the integral wind-up problem. Gavin et al. [53] proposed using an integrator 

with a loop feeding back the average of the integrated signal obtained using a low pass 

filter. They demonstrated the technique using both analogue and hybrid analogue-digital 

circuits. The analogue circuit performed well in terms of linearity and hysteresis when 

integrating random wide-band signals, but less so when integrating long-period signals. 

The hybrid circuit had excellent accuracy when integrating long-period signals, but 

produced phase and bias errors when integrating wide-band signals.  

 The method proposed by Park et al. [57] basically repeats the direct integration 

for a range of initial velocity conditions, to find a suitable value for which integrator 

wind-up is eliminated. However, this method cannot be used in real time and the authors 

have found that in practice it is necessary to segment the signal and apply the method to 

each segment individually.  

 Zhou et al. [58] suggest a multi-step scheme to correct the drift produced when 

calculating the displacement of soil from measured acceleration during a shaking table 

laboratory test. These steps include applying baseline correction before each integration 

step and then applying a high pass filter to remove long-period oscillations from the 

displacement signal. Yang et al. [59] also use a direct integration and base line 

correction method, assuming the acceleration base line to be parabolic; In this work, 

they calculate the mathematical formulae for the velocity and displacement base line 

correction. The coefficients of the trend line polynomials are calculated using least 

square curve fitting. A high-pass filter is finally used to remove long-period oscillations 

from the displacement signal.  
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 To reconstruct the dynamic displacement induced by structural vibration from a 

measured acceleration signal, Hong et al. [60] propose two types of finite impulse 

response filter to suppress the low frequency noise components in the measured 

acceleration. They use a frequency domain integration approach. However, instead of 

using the actual transfer function of an integrator to calculate displacement, a transfer 

function relating the acceleration and displacement of a beam on an elastic foundation is 

suggested. The two methods are investigated using simulation and field experiment.  

 Smyth et al. [61] overcome the integral wind-up and amplification of low 

frequency noise problem by using a multi-rate Kalman filter based method to fuse 

information obtained from both low sampling displacement sensors and high sampling 

rate acceleration sensors. By combining the two signals they overcome the problems of 

low frequency noise amplification of integration of acceleration signals and high 

frequency noise caused by differentiation. The method is also beneficial in applications 

where non-linear behaviour and permanent deformation are present. Obviously, this 

method requires the use of two sensors that will be more costly.  

 In this chapter two Kalman filter based methods are suggested and validated to 

calculate the displacement and velocity from an acceleration signal. The methods are 

based on the fact that in many vibrating structures, the average of velocity and 

displacement remain constant. These can be utilised in the Kalman filter as additional 

measurements to overcome the integration difficulties of low frequency noise 

amplification and integral wind-up. These proposed methods are used to calculate the 

displacement time history of the boat from acceleration signal. 

2.3 Kalman Filter with post filtering step 

 The Kalman filter, as a recursive least-square observer, has been applied in areas 

as diverse as aerospace, marine navigation, nuclear power plant instrumentation, 

demographic modeling and manufacturing. It uses a state-space model of the system 

together with actual measurements to optimally estimate the state variables of the 

system [62].  

2.3.1 Equations 

The calculation of displacement from acceleration can be formulated in state-space 
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form as follows. Assuming that the acceleration signal a is sampled at constant time 

intervals of  Ts, the velocity can be calculated by using the following discrete equation: 

 

1( ) ( 1) k sv k v k a T    (2.1) 

  where k is the sample number. The displacement y can be calculated by integrating 

(2.1), resulting in: 

2

1

1
( ) ( 1) ( 1)

2
s k sy k y k v k T a T      (2.2) 

In addition to the measured acceleration, in many applications the average value of the 

displacement of the system is constant (normaly assumed to be zero), if non-linear 

behaviour and permanent deformation can be neglected. Calculating the average value, 

by integrating over one period, requires the frequency of the signal to be known which 

is not always possible. Alternatively, a low pass filter with a tranfer function of 

 1/ os   may be used to extract the average value. However, to accurately integrate the 

low frequency components of the signal, the cut-off frequency o needs to be small, and 

in the limit when 0o  the transfer function of the filter becomes that of an integrator. 

As a first approximation it is therefore reasonable to assume that average displacement 

could be approximated to be the integral of the displacement z y dt   whose measured 

value is zero. In discrete form,  

2 3

1

1 1
( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)

2 6
s s k sz k z k y k T v k T a T        (2.3) 

 Considering z  to be the output of the system and a the input then equations (2.1), 

(2.2) and (2.3) can be expressed in the following state space form allowing for the 

process noise ( )kw :  

( ) ( 1) ( ( ) ( )),k k k k   x Ax B u w  (2.4) 

                        

where: 
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In matrix form, the output equation is written as: 

 Y Cx ν  (2.7) 

where  0 0 1C  and ν  is measurement noise of the output Y. The algorithm for the 

Kalman filter [63] assumes that the noise terms w and ν  have a normal probability 

distribution with zero mean and covariances of Q and R, respectively: 

( ) ~ (0, )

( ) ~ (0, )

p N Q

p N R

w

ν
 (2.8) 

In some applications, the process noise covariance Q and the measurment noise 

covariance R matrices might change with each time step or measurement, however, in 

this work they are assumed to be constant. The Kalman filter is a predictor-corrector 

algorithm. The prediction step contains the time update equations which are utilized to 

obtain the current state and error covariance estimations. The correction step equations, 

based on the measurement, provide a feedback to improve the estimated value:  

 

Prediction Step: 

ˆ ˆ( ) ( 1) ( )k k u k   x Ax B  (2.9) 

  

( ) ( 1)k k Q   T T
P AP A B B  (2.10) 

 Correction Step: 
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1

( ) ( ) ( )k k k R


  T T
K P C CP C  (2.11) 

  

 ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k k k k k   x x K Y Cx
 (2.12) 

  

 ( ) ( ) ( )k k k P I K C P  (2.13) 

Matrix P is the covariance of the error, given by: 

   ˆ ˆ
T

E  P x x x x  (2.14) 

 As will be shown later, the assumption of 0z   in the Kalman filter is effective in 

eleminating dc drift as well as overcoming the unknown initial value problem. 

However, there remains a low frequency trend component, which needs to be removed 

using a high-pass filter. A complete diagram of the operation of the Kalman filter is 

shown in figure 2.3. 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3 Diagram of operation of Kalman filter 

Prediction steps Correction steps 

(1) Compute the Kalman gain 

 

(2) Update estimate with measurement 

 
(3) Update the error covariance 

  

 

(1) Project the state ahead 

 

(2)  Project the error covariance ahead 

 

 

Initial estimates for and  
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2.3.2 Experimental Methods and Results 

2.3.2.1  Displacement of a shaker 

 The validity of the proposed method is demonstrated through two laboratory 

investigations on systems with different specifications in terms of amplitude, frequency 

and sampling rate. The apparatus used in the first experiment is shown in figure 2-4. A 

piezoelectric accelerometer was used to measure the acceleration of a shaker. This 

accelerometer, which was attached to the shaft of the shaker, is manufactured by the 

PCB Company Pty Ltd. It has a maximum range of ±500 g (g is the gravitational 

acceleration), a sensitivity of 9.54 mv/g, a frequency range of 1 Hz-10 kHz and a 10 bit 

resolution (approximately 1 g). A Keyence laser sensor installed on top of the shaker 

was used to measure displacement. The sensor has a range of ±40 mm with a resolution 

of 10 µm. In this experiment, the acceleration and displacement signals were recorded 

simultaneously.  

  

 

Figure  2-4 Lab apparatus used to measure acceleration and displacement of a shaker A) laser 

sensor, B) Accelerometer, C) Support, D) Shaker  

Figure 2-5 shows a portion of the acceleration and displacement waveforms of the 

shaker, measured when the shaker oscillated with a single frequency of 20 Hz sampled 

at a frequency of 1 kHz. The result of double integration (using the trapezoidal rule) of 

D 

C 

B 

A 
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the acceleration signal is shown in figure 2-6, which illustrates the integral wind-up 

problem.  

 

Figure 2-5 Measured 20 Hz acceleration and displacement signals. 

 

Figure 2-6 Calculated displacement using double integration of the acceleration signal in the 

previous figure. 

 Figure 2-7 shows the displacement calculated using the proposed Kalman filter 

method, before the trend removal filter was used; the values of the covariances Q  and 

R were selected to minimise the Normalised RMS Error percentage (NRE%) as 

discussed below. Figure 2-8 shows the results after a fifth order Butterworth high pass 

filter with a 3 Hz cut-off frequency is applied. Good agreement is observed between the 

measured and estimated waveforms. 
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 The Normalized RMS Error percentage (NRE%) was calculated for a range of 

values of Q  and R  using the following equation [64] : 

[ ( ) ( )]
% 100

4 [ ( )]

rms y t y t
NRE

rms y t


  (2.15) 

where y(t) is the displacement estimated from the Kalman filter method and ( )y t  is the 

actual displacement measured by the laser sensor. The results are shown in figure 2-9, 

which suggest that the NRE% value depends on the ratio of the /Q R  rather than their 

absolute values. The absolute values of Q and R  affect the speed of convergence of the 

filter; the larger the values the slower the filter response. A realistic value of Q could be 

estimated based on the resolution of the instrument to be g
2
=96 m

2
s

-4
; this value was 

found to provide a satisfactory response. In fact, the process of tuning the Kalman filter 

is conducted by assuming Q on the basis of a realistic estimation and then selecting R to 

minimise the NRE%. Note that in many Kalman filter applications, the process noise 

and measurement noise are uncorrelated. However, the objective of applying the 

presented method in this work is minimizing the NRE% and hence calculating the real 

displacement more accurately. Dependence of the NRE% on the ratio of /Q R  indicates 

that for applying this method Q and R  cannot be selected independently or, in other 

words, they are correlated. 

 

 

a) Full waveform 
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b) Magnified waveform  

Figure 2-7 Calculated displacement using Kalman filter method before filtering. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Calculated displacement using Kalman filter method after filtering using a 3 Hz high-

pass filter. 
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Figure 2-9 NRE% versus log(Q/ R). 

The second scenario focused on calculating the displacement of the shaker when 

its motion was random. The measured acceleration in this case is sampled at a 

frequency of 1 KHz. Figure 2-10 shows the recorded acceleration and displacement. 

The power spectral density of the acceleration obtained using Welch’s method, in 

figure 2-11, shows random excitation over the frequency range of 20-30 Hz. A good 

agreement is again observed in figure 2-12 between the displacement measured by the 

laser sensor and that estimated using the proposed Kalman filter method. However, 

there are noticeable differences between the estimated and actual displacements in the 

vicinity of peaks and troughs. The proposed method estimates the displacement with 

4.8% Normalized RMS Error.  

 

Figure 2-10 Measured acceleration and displacement when the shaker is moving randomly. 
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Figure 2-11 Power spectral density of the measured random acceleration of the shaker. 

 

Figure 2-12 A magnified view of the calculated and measured random displacement of the shaker. 

 

2.3.2.2 Displacement of a boat 

 To verify the accuracy of the proposed Kalman filter method when a low 

sampling rate accelerometer is used, a second experiment was devised to mimic the 

motion of the boat in the laboratory. An HC12 processor was used to record the 

acceleration of the boat at a rate of 5 Hz and a resolution of g/100 ms
-2

 or 0.0981 ms
-2

. 

i.e., a relatively higher resolution but lower sampling rate than the accelerometer used in 

the shaker experiment described in the last section.  
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In this experiment, the accelerometer and associated HC12 processor and batteries 

were placed in a box attached to a seesaw board as shown in figure 2-13. The wooden 

board was swung manually and randomly at a frequency less than 1 Hz. The 

displacement of the accelerometer was measured from images recorded by a 25 frames 

per second video camera and associated image processing toolbox, which tracks the 

position of a black square attached to the accelerometer; the resolution is estimated to be 

less than 1.4 mm. Typical measured acceleration and position signals are shown in 

figure 2-14. The power spectral density of the acceleration waveform in figure 2-15 

shows that it has a dominant frequency of 0.5 Hz, which is similar to that experienced 

by a boat.  

 

Figure 2-13 Second experimental set-up used to mimic the motion of a boat. 

 

Figure 2-14 Measured acceleration and displacement of the random motion of the seesaw board. 
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Figure 2-15 Power spectral density of the measured random acceleration of the seesaw board. 

Figure 2-16 shows the result of applying the proposed Kalman filter method to 

calculate the displacement of the seesaw board. Although the sampling frequency of the 

acceleration signal is only 5-10 times more than the frequency range of the vibration, 

the result shows a reasonable agreement between the measured and calculated 

displacements curves. Our assumption on zero average displacement and also assuming 

white Gaussian noise can result in the appearance of a low frequency drift in the 

estimated displacement. Hence, a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.01 Hz is 

applied to remove the very low frequency offsets. Here, the Kalman filter method 

estimates the displacement of the board relatively accurately with about 6.9% 

Normalized RMS Error after using the high pass filter. This percentage of error is 

greater than the error involved in the previous experiment. This is mainly due to the low 

sampling rate (5 Hz) of the data logger used in this experiment compared with the high 

sampling rate (1 K Hz) utilised in the previous experiment. However, it is worth noting 

that selecting the proper cut-off frequency is not a straightforward matter and, as 

discussed in many references such as [57], there is no general guideline for selecting an 

appropriate cut-off frequency of the noise-removing step and it should be investigated 

for each case separately. In an effort by Miles [64], when measurement of the ship 

motion is of interest, the optimum value for cut-off frequency is claimed to be 10.8 f

where 1f is defined as the frequency above which 99 percentage of the energy of the 

encountered wave spectrum lies. In this experiment, if the cut-off frequency of the high-

pass filter was to be selected based on Miles suggestion, a high-pass filter with a cut-off 

frequencyof0.143Hzwould’vebeenemployed. 
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Figure 2-16 Comparison between the measured displacement with the estimated signal using the 

proposed Kalman filter method. 

 Whereas, it is shown that a reasonable agreement between calculated and real 

displacement is obtained by using a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.01 Hz. 

Therefore, here the probability of eliminating part of the real displacement is reduced 

dramatically. In addition, it is worth mentioning that when acceleration is being 

recorded, the user usually can observe the platform that helps in applying the presented 

method with more confidence. For example, in this experiment, when we use a high-

pass filter with cut–off frequency of 0.01 Hz it is known that the period of oscillation of 

the board is of the order of a few seconds and it does not have a displacement 

contribution with a long period of say 100 seconds that is to be eliminated by applying 

the high-pass filter.  

 Figure 2-17 shows the estimated displacement of the real boat (whose acceleration 

is shown in figure 2-1), using the Kalman filter method including a high-pass filter with 

a cut-off frequency of 0.01 Hz. The figure 2-17 shows a maximum displacement of 

1.25m, which agrees with the observed behaviour of the boat (the actual boat 

displacement measurement was not possible). Using direct integration results in a 

growing displacement curve approaching hundreds of meters due to integral wind-up.   
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Figure  2-17 Calculated displacement of a bow vertical displacement of a boat whose acceleration is 

shown in figure 2-1. 

2.4 Kalman Filter with integrated high-pass filter 

In this section, another method based on the Kalman filter approach is introduced 

to calculate the displacement from a measured acceleration signal. This method is based 

on the fact that in many vibrational structures, the average of displacement and velocity 

remains constant. The transfer function of a first order low-pass filter in the Laplace 

domain (continuous) can be written as 

1
( ) ,

1
v

v

H s
s




 (2.16) 

where v is the time constant of the low-pass filter. To accurately integrate the low 

frequency components of the signal, the cut of frequency 1/ 2v vf   needs to be very 

small. Therefore, the average of velocity is given by 

1
( ) ( ),

1 v

V s V s
s




 (2.17) 

To utilize the continuous equation in designing the Kalman filter, it should be converted 

into it's the discrete time equivalent in the Z-space, e.g., using the Bilinear Transform 

(Tustin’smethod)[65]. BasedonTustin’smethod,thediscreteformulationof ( )vH s  is 

derived if s is replaced by 

2 1

1s

z
s

T z





 (2.18) 

where Ts  is the sampling time. Now, the low-pass filter transfer function in the Z-

domain can be written as follow 
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where  

2
1 v

v

s

A
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   (2.21) 

Hence, the average of velocity in Z-domain is written as 

1

1

1
( ) ( ).

v v

z
V z V z

A z B









 (2.22) 

If 
d  is assumed to be the time constant of the low-pass filter in the Z-domain, then the 

average displacement in the Z-domain can be obtained from 

 

1

1

1
( ) ( ),

d d

z
Y z Y z

A z B









 (2.23) 

Where 

2
1 ,d

d

s

A
T


   (2.24) 

  

2
1 .d

d

s

B
T


   (2.25) 

 

From (2.22) and (2.23), the discrete formulation of the average velocity and 

displacement can respectively be derived as follows 

 

1 1
( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( ),v

v v v

B
v k v k v k v k

A A A


      (2.26) 

 

1 1
( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( ).d

d d d

B
y k y k y k y k

A A A


      (2.27) 

 

If we replace ( )v k  and ( )y k  from (2.1) and (2.2) into (2.26) and (2.27), we get 
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22 1 1
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2
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        (2.29) 

 

Considering ( )v k and ( )y k  to be the outputs of the system and a the input then equations 

(2.1), (3.2), (3.26) and (2.27) can be expressed from (2.4) as        
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 Also ,in matrix form, the output equation can be otained from (2.7) where     

  

0 1 0 0
.

0 0 0 1

 
  
 

C  (2.32) 

Note, that here Q and R are defined as  

                    

2,Q w  (2.33) 
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 (2.34) 

2.4.1 Experimental result 

Figure 2-18 shows the comparision between the measured results of the seesaw 

board and those calculated by applying the proposed Kalman filter method. As it is 

seen, there is a good agreement between the calculated and measured displacements. 

Here, the Kalman filter method estimates the displacement of the board relatively 

accurately with about 8.6% Normalized RMS Error. This results has been obtained for 

50sec, 100secd v   and the ratio of  log /w v being 2.1.  

  

 

Figure  2-18 Comparison between the measured displacement and that estimated using the second 

proposed Kalman filter method.  

Figure 2-19 shows the calculated displacement of the collected acceleration signal 

of the sea, shown in figure 2-1, after applying the second proposed Kalman filter 

method. It is seen that the result is close to the displacement calculated from the first 

method where a high pass filter was utilised to remove the low frequency noises from 

the estimated displacement. 
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Figure  2-19 Calculated displacement of the vertical displacement of a boat whose acceleration is 

shown in figure 2-1 obtained from applying the second proposed Kalman filter method. 

2.5 Conclusions 

Accelerometers are used in many applications, e.g., ship motion, machine condition 

monitoring, monitoring of civil and mechanical structure and seismology, to measure 

velocity and displacement. However, using direct numerical integration to calculate 

velocity and displacement from the acceleration signal is known to suffer from low 

frequency noise amplification and integration wind-up. In this chapter, two Kalman 

filter based methods are proposed for calculating displacement from measured 

acceleration. In the first method, integration wind-up is eliminated by incorporating an 

additional state variable, namely the integral of the displacement whose "measured" 

value is assumed to be equal to the known average value of the displacement. This, in 

many applications, can be assumed constant, usually conveniently assigned to be zero, 

if non-linear behaviour and permanent deformations are negligible. A high-pass filter is 

used to remove the trend component following the Kalman filter calculations. In the 

second method, the average of velocity and displacement signals are estimated by 

incorporating two low pass filters to provide two additional state variables, namely the 

integral of the velocity and displacement signals that are assumed to be constant. The 

second Kalman filter method eliminates the necessity of applying a high pass filter to 

remove the dc offset from the Kalman filter output. The effectiveness and accuracy of 

both techniques are demonstrated experimentally. In the next chapter, the design of a 
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device for harvesting energy from a boat’s vertical oscillation of 1 m at a dominant 

frequency of 0.5 Hz is of interest. The result of this chapter has given us confidence in 

obtaining realistic output power curves in response to the displacement curves that are 

obtained through our Kalman filtering methods.  
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Chapter 3:  Constrained electromagnetic devices 

for harvesting vibration energy 

3.1 Introduction 

As discussed in chapter 1, electromagnetic generators are the more suitable options 

for large-scale applications [16]. Movement of a backpack carried by a human during 

walking [46], all-terrain-vehicle vibration [22]and vertical movement of a sailing boat 

[66] are some examples of relatively large-scale vibration resource. However, in 

additiontodeterminingtheconfigurationoftheenergyconversiondevice,maximizing

the output power and efficiency are themain concerns in the process of design and

optimizationofvibrationenergyharvesters.Efficiency is a fundamental parameter used 

to compare all kinds of energy harvesters with various sizes and designs [67, 68]. 

Usually the main goal of an energy harvesting system is to extract the maximum power 

from the environment. In this chapter, the efficiencyof such systemswhenachieving

maximum power is studied. To achieve the maximum power condition, the parameters 

ofthesystemneedtobeselectedcarefully.Changingthesystem’sparameters,namely

its mass and spring stiffness to resonate at the frequency of the vibrating source [69, 

70], are reported to have improved energy capture. Williams et al. [71] advise that the 

inertial mass should be as large as possible (within the physical dimension of the 

device), unwanted internal damping should be minimized, and spring stiffness should be 

selected so that the resonance frequency of the device matches the excitation frequency.  

 Furthermore, tuning the load resistance to its optimum value to ascertain 

impedance matching in electromagnetic energy harvesters is reported in many research 

works to have improved energy capture [72, 73, 74]. However, none of these works 

consider the maximum allowable displacement of the oscillating mass as a constraint in 

the design process of calculating the optimum load resistance.More specifically, the

optimum load resistance for harvesting maximum amount of energy is generally 

calculated regardless of its effect on the relative displacement of the oscillating mass. 

However, it is knownthattheloadresistancecaninfluenceoverallsystemdampingand

hence the relative displacement of the mass. In many transducers that are used in large 

size applications, due to size limitations, the oscillating mass only moves within a 
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specified range. Now, if the load resistance of the transducer is selected without 

considering the maximum permissible range of the seismic mass, there is a risk that the 

amplitude of the oscillating mass may exceed the physical dimensions of the transducer 

thus affecting the performance of the device. Therefore, for these cases, at the design 

stage, the physical parameters such as load resistance should be selected with regard to 

the constraints on the oscillating mass. 

In this chapter, the maximum output power and the corresponding efficiency of two

types of electromagnetic energy harvesting systems (i.e. linear and rotational) with 

constraints on their range of motion are studied. In a linear electromagnetic energy 

harvesting system (henceforth referred to as linear system) such as those studied in [22, 

75, 76, 77] a linear generator is employed. However, in a rotational energy harvesting 

system (henceforth referred to as rotational system), an intermediate mechanism, such 

as rack and pinion [20, 46, 47] or a ball screw [48, 49, 50], is utilized to convert the 

linear motion of the mass to a rotational one to drive a rotary generator.  

This chapter is distinguished by four main contributions. First, it investigates the 

optimum load resistance for both constrained linear and rotational systems to address 

the maximum output power condition. It is shown that for constrained systems the 

optimal load resistance is different from that of unconstrained energy harvesting 

systems reported in the literature [72]. Then, the efficiency of both systems

corresponding to their maximum output powers is obtained. For each system, an 

expressionfortheloadresistancecorrespondingtomaximumefficiencyisderived.Itis

shown that for linear systems it is not possible to achievemaximumefficiencywhen

maximum power is extracted from the transducer. However, for rotational systems, 

maximum efficiency occurs at the maximum output power point. The second

contribution is in introducing a set of design rules for optimum design of linear and 

rotational electromagnetic harvesters for constrained applications. The third 

contribution is the derivation of equations for power and corresponding efficiency of

both systems inunified forms so thatproper comparisonbetween themcanbemade. 

These unified forms are developed based on the non-dimensional electromechanical 

couplingcoefficientofsystemsintroducedbyElliottandZilletti [78]. The comparison 

reveals that in the case of a linear system, the maximum amount of power that can be 

transferred to the load is half the mechanical power transferred by the harvester and the 

efficiency of system is always less than 50%. However, a rotational system can be
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designed to have an efficiency greater than 50%. The criterion that guarantees the 

efficiency of a rotational system being more than 50% is derived. The fourth

contribution is a study of the effect of scaling the size of the electromagnetic generator 

component of the energy harvesting system on the output power and efficiency. It is

shown that by increasing the size of the energy harvesting system the efficiency is

increased for both constrained linear and rotational systems. 

In the analysis of an energy harvesting device, it is common to study a non-

dimensional model of the system. However, as the goal of this chapter is to study the 

optimal selection of the physical parameters of the system, a dimensional model of the 

dynamics of system is derived. 

3.2 Linear electromagnetic energy harvesting systems 

A free body diagram of a linear energy harvesting system using an electromagnetic 

generator is shown in figure 3-1. In this diagram, m is the seismic mass, k  is the spring 

stiffness, mc represents the mechanical viscous damping coefficient, and ec is the 

electrical damping coefficient corresponding to the combined power dissipated in the 

generator’sinternalresistanceandthepowerdeliveredtotheload. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Free body diagram of a linear energy harvesting. 

The governing differential equation of motion for the system shown in figure 3-1, 

with respect to the relative displacement of the seismic mass z x y  , is    
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  .e mm z c c z k z m y    
 

(3.1) 

 

For a harmonic base excitation  sin yy Y t   , when the driving motion is 

assumed to be independent of the mechanical loading due to the harvester, the 

amplitude of the relative displacement ,Z can be shown to be 
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Figure 3-2 Equivalent circuit of an electromagnetic generator connected to a resistive. 

In many papers on generating energy from vibrations, the effect of thegenerator’s

internal inductance is ignored. Cammarano et al. [73] show that even in cases where the 

effect of internal inductance cannot be ignored, due to a high oscillation frequency, the 

undesirable effect of the internal inductance can be compensated by adding a capacitor 

in series with the circuit. The equivalent electrical circuit of the energy harvesting 

device is shown in figure 3-2, in which a capacitor is added in series with the load 

reactance to cancel the effect of the generator's inductance. Assuming that an electrical 

generator with an emf (electromagnetic force) constant ,tK is directly coupled to the 

seismic mass, then the generated emf voltage is given by 

.emf tV K z  (3.3) 

Also, the electrical damping coefficient ( ec ), corresponding to the power dissipated in 

thegenerator’sinternalresistanceandtransferredtotheelectricalload,is 
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where 

,i i iZ R    (3.5) 

and 

,l l lZ R    (3.6) 

where i ijL   and 1/l ljC  . In [73] it is shown that to deliver the maximum 

power to the load lR , the effect of internal inductance should be compensated by tuning 

the capacitor such that l i   .   

 For a spring stiffness of k, the natural frequency of system is equal to the base 

excitation frequency when
2k m at which the corresponding relative displacement rZ  

can be derived from (3.2) for n  . Then sin( )n n zz Z t   and 

cos( )n n n zz Z t    , by substituting the electrical damping coefficients from (3.4) 

and considering 21/ nl iC L , the amplitude of the relative displacement is 
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(3.7) 

The power delivered to the load resistance is 
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Substituting the maximum value for z , which is r nZ  in (3.8), the power supplied to the 

load is given by 
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 (3.9) 

Equation (3.9) shows the relationship between the relative displacement, excitation 

frequency, load resistance and the harvested power from a given generator. Stephen [72] 

has shown that maximum electrical power from a resonant system, without a constraint 
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on the maximum displacement of the mass, is obtained when the load resistance is set to 

be equal to 

2

.t
l i

m

K
R R

c
   (3.10) 

The parameter 
2 /t mK c is the electrical analogue of the mechanical damping coefficient. 

However, in many practical devices the maximum allowable displacement of the mass 

 0Z , is limited, so that 0nZ Z . The optimum value for load resistance can be obtained 

by solving the following system of equations 
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 (3.11) 

Therefore, we design an optimum energy harvesting system to extract maximum energy 

from a given vibration source with known amplitude and frequency of oscillation. This 

design will be accomplished based on the parameters of a given generator that has given 

tK and iR values. It is also assumed that, due to the transducer size limits, the maximum 

displacement of the oscillating mass is specified. Therefore, the aim of the design is the 

optimal selection of system parameters including k , lR and m to harvest the maximum 

power from the given generator within the specified range of motion. To this end, 

considering 0Z as the maximum allowable relative displacement of mass (i.e., 
0nZ Z

is constant), the maximum value of (3.9) is obtained when the load resistance is equal to 

the internal resistance of the generator in which the output power is 2 2 2 / 8n t n iK Z R . The 

mass can then be selected from (3.7) to limit its maximum displacement to
0nZ Z , 
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The natural frequency of system is equal to the excitation frequency when
2k m , 

considering n   in this condition the spring stiffness is given by 
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 (3.13) 
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To verify this approach, (3.11) was solved numerically to determine the optimum value 

of mass and load resistance for a system whose parameters are listed in table 3-1.  

Table  3-1 First scenario system parameters. 

Parameter Value 

mc   20 N s m
-1

 

nf   0.5 Hz 

tK  100 V s m
-1

 

iR  40Ω 

Y  1 m 

0Z  0.30 m 

 

In this case, the aim is to determine the optimum values of the mass and spring 

stiffness for a given generator while the maximum allowable mass movement )( 0Z is 

maintained at 0.3 m. The frequency and amplitude of the oscillations are 0.5 Hz and      

1 m, respectively. Figure 3-3 shows the displacement for different values of mass and 

load resistance. It is seen that by increasing the load resistance, the displacement of a 

given mass relative to the moving base is increased. This occurs due to reduction in 

electrical damping. This graph also shows that, for the same amount of damping, a 

larger value of mass leads to a larger relative displacement.  

The corresponding profile of the generated electrical power, calculated using (3.9), 

is shown in figure 3-4. Here, it can be seen that the maximum harvested power for a 

givenmassoccurswhentheloadresistanceis540Ω.Thisvalueis inagreementwith

that calculated using (3.10) for optimum load resistance as derived by Stephen [72]. 

However, the corresponding relative displacement, from figure 3-2, violates the 0.3 m 

constraint considerably.  
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Figure 3-3Relative displacements for different values of mass and load resistance. 

 

Figure 3-4 Output electrical power for different values of mass and load resistance. 

Figure 3-5 shows a magnified portion of figure 3-4, with the points corresponding 

to a relative displacement of 0.3 m identified as the black dotted line. For instance, for a 

5 kg mass, the relative displacement is 0.3 m when the load resistance is 269 Ω,

resulting in an output power of 25 W. However, to have a maximum relative 

displacementof0.3mfora16kgmass,aloadresistanceof27.8Ωisrequiredwhich

would produce 53.7 W of output power. As it can be seen, there are an infinite number 

of mass and load resistance combinations that can satisfy the constraint of the system 

(i.e., 0.3nZ  m). However, as shown in figure 3-5, maximum power is attained when 

the selected mass satisfies the constraint for the load resistance to be equal to the 

internalresistanceofthegenerator(whichis40Ωin this example). The black curve in 
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figure 3-5 shows that the optimum mass value is 13.84 kg which is in agreement with 

the value derived from (3.12). The corresponding generated power is 55.5 W. Note that 

the captured power decreases if the mass increases beyond 13.84 kg. Hence the 

guideline of using the largest mass possible, proposed in [71] for systems without 

displacement constraints, is no longer valid when the maximum displacement is 

constrained. 

 

Figure 3-5 Output electrical power versus load resistance for different values of mass with dots 

corresponding to a relative displacement of 0.3 m. 

From this study a set of design rules for optimum linear energy harvesting systems can 

be formulated as follow: 

(i) Tune the load resistance equal to the internal resistance of the linear 

generator 

(ii) Make the mechanical damping as small as possible 

(iii) Select the mass from (3.12). It is worth emphasizing that in constrained 

systems making the inertial mass as large as possible does not necessarily 

leads to a more optimized design. 

(iv) Select the spring stiffness so that the undamped natural frequency of device 

is equal to the frequency of the source of vibration 

3.3 Rotational electromagnetic energy harvesting  

  Although linear electromagnetic generators can be integrated into most vibration 

energy harvesting devices without the need for any extra transmission mechanism, in 
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some applications the low frequency of vibrations and hence the slow vibration velocity 

and the large force would require a prohibitively large linear generator. To overcome 

this problem, rotating electromagnetic generators and suitable motion transmission 

systems are employed to convert low frequency linear motion to high frequency 

rotational one. A rotational energy harvesting system comprising a sprung mass coupled 

to an electrical generator through a motion transmission system. Ball screw is a 

conventional mechanism to convert linear motion to the rotational one. A free body 

diagram of this type of system is shown in figure 3-6. In this device, the base movement 

causes the mass to vibrate. The ball screw then converts the low frequency linear 

motion of the seismic mass to high-speed rotation.  

 

Figure 3-6 Free body diagram of an energy harvesting system consisting of a sprung mass coupled 

to a generator through a ball screw. 

Considering l as the ball screw lead, the equivalent reflected moment of inertia of 

the ball screw and the generator is given by  
2

2 /J l , where J refers to the total 

moment of inertia of the system including the moment inertia of the ball screw bJ  and 

generator gJ  and is defined as 

.g bJ J J   (3.14) 

Also bgc  includes the mechanical viscous damping of the combined ball screw 

connections mbc and generator mgc , i.e., 
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.bg mb mgc c c   (3.15) 

The governing differential equation of motion, having an ideal ball screw, in figure 3-6 is 

written as  
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2

bg

bg EM

d x t dx t d y t
m J c kx t J

l dt l dt l dt

dy t
c ky t F

l dt

  



      
                 

 
  

 

 (3.16) 

and EMF is defined as 

2
,EM GF

l


  (3.17) 

where G is the electrical torque due to the generation of an opposing magnetic field by 

the current flowing through the generator coil which is  

( ),G iT i t    (3.18) 

Here iT  is the generator torque constant and ( )i t is the current flowing through its 

coil. Ignoring the coil inductance, as it can be compensated by adding a capacitor in 

series with the generator, and defining iR  and lR as the internal resistance of the 

rotational generator and the load resistance, the current flow based on the equivalent 

circuit of the generator, shown in figure 3-2, is related to the voltage produced across 

the idealized voltage source and is obtained from 

 
   

,
emf i

l i l i

V t T t
i t

R R R R


 

 
 (3.19) 

where  t is the rotational speed of the ball screw coupled to the generator and is given 

by 

 
 ( ) ( )2

,
d x t y t

t
l dt




 
  

 
 (3.20) 

and by replacing (3.17) and (3.18) in (3.16), it can be rearranged as 
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 (3.21) 

Let the relative displacement of the system ( ) ( ) ( )z t x t y t  . If the base 

displacement is assumed to be sinusoidal   0 siny t Y t , then ( ) sin( )z t Z t   where 

Z  is the amplitude of the relative displacement of mass and   is the phase angle 

between  y t  and ( )z t . It is more convenient to analyse the system in the frequency 

domain. Applying the Fourier transform to (3.21) and assuming zero initial conditions, 

yields  

     
2 2

2 22 2 2
j ,bg iZ k m J c m Y T I

l l l

  
     

        
                       

 (3.22) 

and substituting (3.19) in (3.20) and applying the Fourier transform yields (assuming 

zero initial relative displacement) 

   

2

j .
i

l i

T
l

I Z
R R




 

 
 
 


 
(3.23) 

 Substituting (3.23) into (3.22) and rearranging it results in 

   
2 2 2

2 22 2
j ,i

bg

l i

T
Z k m J c m Y

l l R R

 
    

        
                       

 (3.24) 

and the magnitude of Z is therefore given by  

2

0

2 2
2 22

2

.

2 2i
bg

l i

m Y
Z

T
k m J c

l R R l



 
 



        
                        

 

(3.25) 

The power supplied to the load is related to the relative displacement and is derived as 

follows: 
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 (3.26) 

Hence, by replacing (3.25) in (3.26), the average harvested power is given by 
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 (3.27) 

 

From the design point of view and from (3.27), maximum power is transferred to 

the load when the undamped natural frequency of system matches the oscillation 

frequency, i.e. n   where n  
is given by 

2
.

2
n

k

m J
l





 

  
 

 
(3.28) 

Therefore, designing the transducer such that its natural frequency matches the 

excitation frequency is the first criterion in the design process. The relative 

displacement of the mass at this condition from (3.25) is given by 

0

2 2
.

2

n
n

i
bg

i l

mY
Z

T
c

l R R






  
  

   

 
(3.29) 

For this harvester, the amplitude of the mass oscillation with respect to the base should 

not exceed a defined height. Let 0Z be the maximum allowable displacement of mass, 

then (3.29) can be rearranged as  
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(3.30) 

By substituting (3.30) into (3.27), when n  , the average output power for the 

constrained system, which is independent of the ball screw lead, is obtained as 

  0
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(3.31) 

The optimum value of the load resistance can be obtained from  / 0l l aved d R P   

which leads to the following expression 

max

2
2

, , .i
l rotational P i i

bg

T
R R R

c
   (3.32) 

It is worth noting here that in deriving the above expression for ,lR  in effect, the ratio 

of   /l ave nP Z for when 
0nZ Z  is maximized. By replacing the load resistance from 

(3.32) into (3.30), the optimum ball screw lead is then given as 

2

0

1

0 2 2
2

2 .i
bg

n

i
i i i

bg

Z T
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mY
T

R R R
c




 
 
 
  
 

  
   
   

 (3.33) 

The following example demonstrates the validity of this method for designing an 

optimum energy harvesting device that is subject to a displacement constraint. The 

system parameters are shown in table 3-2. The given mass, in this example is 8 kg and 

its relative displacement should not exceed 0.3 m for the defined base vibration               

( 1mY  and 0.5Hznf  ). For this device, the problem is to find the optimal ball screw 

lead for harvesting maximum power with respect to the defined constraint ( 0 0.3mZ  ). 
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Table 3-2 System parameters for the second scenario. 

Parameter Value 

mc   0.003 N m s rad
-2

 

nf   0.5 Hz 

iT  0.0764 V s rad
-1

 

m  8 kg 

iR  16Ω 

Y  1 m 

0Z  0.30 m 

 

Based on (3.32) and the parameters given in table 3-2, the theoretical optimum load 

resistance for the system is 177.16Ω. Now, by selecting such a load resistance and

applying (3.33), the corresponding ball screw lead to satisfy the maximum allowable 

relative displacement ( 0 0.3mZ  ) is calculated to be 4 mm.  

 

Figure 3-7 Ball screw lead and corresponding load resistance to satisfy the constraint condition. 
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This value of the ball screw lead was verified by carrying out numerical simulations. 

Figure 3-7 shows the relationship between the ball screw lead and the load resistance so 

that the seismic mass movement does not exceed the allowable relative displacement. 

As shown, an infinite combination of ball screw lead and load resistance can satisfy the 

constraint; however, plotting the output power for different ball screw lead values under 

this condition shows that the maximum power occurs when the ball screw lead is 4 mm 

(see figure 3-8), which is in agreement with the value obtained from (3.33). 

 

Figure 3-8 Generated power vs ball screw lead, with load resistance adjusted to restrict the 

displacement to 0.3 m. 
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Figure 3-9 Generated power vs load resistance with screw lead adjusted to restrict the relative 

displacement. 

Similarly, figure 3-9 shows that if one changes the load resistance and selects the 

corresponding ball screw lead for each load case with respect to the constraint, then 

maximumpoweroccurswhen the load resistance is177.16Ω,which is inagreement

with the expected value of the optimum load resistance. 

From this analysis the steps that need to be followed in order to design an optimum 

rotational energy harvesting system can be formulated as: 

(i) Tune the load resistance equal to the value obtained from (3.32). 

(ii) Make the mechanical damping as small as possible 

(iii)  Select the optimum size of the  transfer mechanism ratio, i.e. 2 / l in this work, 

from (3.33) 

(iv) Select the spring stiffness, ,k equal to   22 2 /n m J l  to make the undamped 

natural frequency of the device equal to the frequency of the source of vibration.  

3.4 Power and efficiency comparison between linear and rotational 

systems 

Efficiency is a fundamental term that has been studied for different energy harvesting 

systems. Relying solely on the assessment of the output power of energy harvesters does 

not reflect their quality of performance and their capability to harvest the maximum 

amount of power. However, in the context of vibration harvesting systems, the concept 

of efficiency has received less attention in the literature than that of maximizing the 

output power. Traditionally, efficiency is defined as the ratio of the electrical power 

output to the mechanical input power; whilst, in a vibration-based energy harvester, the 

input mechanical power itself is related to the device characteristics. Also, the efficiency 

cannot be defined in terms of the potential mechanical power available from the source 

as, in some applications, the loading by the harvester does not influence the dynamics of 

the source of vibration. Hence, the potential mechanical power available from the 

source is effectively limitless [18]. 
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3.4.1   Power and efficiency of an electromagnetic constrained transducer  

To compare the power output of various transducers various metrics has been 

introduced. Power density is defined as the amount of output power over the volume of 

the energy harvester. Power density is usually important for end use, however, it only 

provide a meaningful comparison for fixed source of vibration.  A dimensionless figure 

of merit, called effectiveness e, is introduced by Roundy [79] which is defined as 

2 2

0 max

,e Q
 


 

  (3.34) 

where, Q is the quality factor and is related to the damping ratio of the system,  is the 

coupling coefficient of the transduction mechanism,  is the actual density of the 

device, 0 is a baseline density,  is the actual transmission coefficient and max is the 

maximumtransmissioncoefficient.However,inthe“effectiveness”index,Q is related 

to the damping ratio of the system and does not have a fundamental limit. Hence, this 

metric comparison does not reveal how well the device is optimized [74]. To 

investigate how close a device is to its optimum performance and distinguish between 

different proof mass densities and geometries, Mitcheson et al. [18] introduce  a 

“volume figure of merit”, defined as 

4

33
0 0

.
1

16

out
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P
FoM

Y V 

   
(3.35) 

This dimensionless ratio compares the performance of the device with that of an 

ideal device. The device has the same total package volume but with a proof mass equal 

to the density of gold ( Au ), occupying half of this volume ( 0V ). The proof mass 

oscillates in the other half of this package. The power output harvested by this 

hypothetical device is considered as the maximum possible output for the based 

vibration with amplitude of 0Y at frequency of . The power output of the transducer is 

compared with the maximum possible output to evaluate the performance of a device as 

a function of its overall size. Although the “volume figure of merit” facilitates the 

comparison of a harvesting device performance with a reference ideal energy harvesting 

system, it does not enable the calculation of input power absorbed by the system to 

produce a certain amount of output power.  
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Elliott and Zilletti [78] conducted research into scaling of linear electromagnetic 

transducers for power harvesting and shunt damping. In this study the efficiency is 

defined as the ratio of output power to the sum of the mechanical dissipated power, 

electrical power loss and electrical output power. This definition is closer to the original 

definition of efficiency. This study shows that the efficiency of a linear electromagnetic 

transducer depends on a non-dimensional electromechanical coupling coefficient which 

will be discussed later in this work. The coupling coefficient scales with the 

transducer’s size. However, this research does not consider the constraint on the

displacement of the proof mass. The mechanical input power absorbed by the energy 

harvesting structure is given by 

2
2 21

.
2

t
l in m n n

l i

K
P c Z

R R


 
  

 
  (3.36) 

Here, we define the efficiency of a linear system, lE , as the ratio of the electrical power 

harvested from (3.9) to the supplied mechanical power from (3.36), which is  

   

2

2 2
.l out l t

l

l in m l i t l i

P R K
E

P c R R K R R





 
  

  (3.37) 

The load resistance corresponding to the maximum efficiency of the system, as opposed 

to the maximum power output, can be obtained from / 0l lE R   , i.e., differentiation of 

(3.37), which results in 

max

2
2

, , .t
l linear E i i

m

K
R R R

c
     (3.38) 

By comparing the optimum load resistance for maximum output power 

 
max, ,l linear P iR R , and the load resistance corresponding to the maximum achievable 

system efficiency derived in (3.38), it is realized that the latter is always greater than the 

former. Therefore, in a practical linear system it is not possible to achieve maximum 

efficiency at the maximum output power point.  

The mechanical input power absorbed by the rotational system can be calculated 

as 
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   (3.39) 

The harvesting efficiency, bE , is defined as  
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  (3.40) 

Also, from (3.40), the load resistance corresponding to the maximum efficiency of the 

system can be obtained from / 0b lE R   , which is  

max

2
2

, , .i i
l rotational E i

bg

RT
R R

c
    (3.41) 

Comparison of (3.32) and (3.40) reveals that in the rotational system, the optimum load 

resistance to obtain the maximum efficiency is the same as the load resistance 

corresponding to the maximum power. In the other words, for a constrained rotational 

system the maximum efficiency occurs at the maximum output power.  

3.4.2 Comparison of output power and efficiency of systems 

By replacing (3.7) in (3.9) for 
0r rZ Z the load power of a constrained linear energy 

harvesting system for the load resistance corresponding to the maximum output power            

(
max, ,l linear P iR R ), is 

max

3

, ,

8 1
2

em
l out P n n

em

P m Y Z




 
 

 

 
(3.42) 

where em is a non-dimensional electromechanical coupling coefficient of an energy 

harvesting system and is defined as [78]  

2

,t
em

m i

K

c R
   (3.43) 

for linear systems and  
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for rotational systems. By increasing this coefficient (i.e., em  ) the maximum 

output power, given by (3.42), approaches the following expression  

max

3

,

1
lim .

4em
l out P n nP m Y Z

 
  (3.45) 

This shows that the maximum theoretical power is determined by the environmental 

vibration characteristics ( n ,Y ) and also the system’s mass and the maximum

allowable displacement. Note that n  is a characteristic of the transducer, but here the 

system is designed such that the undamped natural frequency of the device is equal to 

the frequency of excitation. Considering (3.37), the efficiency of a constrained linear 

system for the load resistance corresponding to the maximum output power                     

(
max, ,l linear P iR R ), can readily be shown to be [78]  

max, .
4 2

em
l P

em

E



 

 (3.46) 

For weak linear coupled systems, the efficiency is low. By increasing em  the 

efficiency increases until it reaches a maximum value of 50%, i.e. 

 
max,

1
lim .

2em
l PE

 
  (3.47) 

However, considering the optimum load resistance for rotational systems from (3.31), the 

output power of such systems from (3.30) can be written as 
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 (3.48) 

and for the case when em  , the power is 

max

3

,

1
lim .

2em
b out P n nP m Y Z

 
  

(3.49) 

Also, the efficiency of rotational systems corresponding to the maximum output power 

can be obtained by replacing (3.32) in (3.39) and using (3.33), (3.43) and (3.44), which 

results in 
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 (3.50) 

 Equation (3.50) indicates that in the case of a rotational system, it is possible to achieve 

an efficiency of more than 50%. To achieve such favourable design, the condition 

below must be met   

 2 1 1 .em em      (3.51) 

This condition is satisfied if 8em  . Selecting the parameters according to this 

condition can lead to a system with an efficiency above 50%. For the case when

em  , the efficiency of the rotational system is 

max,lim 1.
em

b PE
 

   (3.52) 

In the case that the a linear and a rotational system have same seismic mass, by 

replacing (3.7) in (3.36) and (3.29) in (3.39), for
0r rZ Z , it can be shown that the 

mechanical input power for both systems is
0

31/ 2 n rm Y Z , however, the linear system in 

the optimum condition can only transfer less than half of this power to the load, while, 

the rotational system under certain condition, i.e. 8em  , can harvest more power.  

3.4.3  Effect of the Scaling of constrained electromagnetic harvesters on the output 

power and efficiency  

It was shown earlier that by increasing em , the efficiency of a typical energy 

harvesting transducer is improved.A question that arises here is “how do the output

power and efficiency of a system change by increasing the size of the generator?”. 

Elliott and Zilletti [78] studied the relation between em and the characteristic length of 

a transducer [L]. In this study, assuming that wA  is the cross-sectional area of the wire 

used for the coil of the electromagnetic transducer and w is its resistivity, the resistance 

of the coil is given by 

.l
i w

w

h
R

A
  (3.53) 
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Here lh isthecoil’swirelength,whichisapproximatelygivenby 
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V
h

A
   (3.54) 

where CV  is the volume of the coil. For a well-designed transducer with saturated 

magnetic flux density B , the emf-constant ( tK for linear systems and iT  for rotational 

systems) is proportional to the magnetic flux density times the length of the wire in the 

coil (i.e., tK or iT Bh ). Therefore, the electromechanical coefficient of the transducer 

can be re-written as 

 

 

 
2 2
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(3.55) 

The magnetic flux density (B) and wire resistivity ( w ) of the transducer depend on 

their material properties, but not on the transducer dimensions. In general, the scale of 

the volume of the coil   ( CV ) is [ 3L ], whereas the mechanical damping coefficient mc  

for linear systems and bgc  for rotational systems) is related to the structure and the 

detailed mechanism of the transducer, but generally scales as [ L ] [80]. Therefore, the 

electromechanical coefficient shown in (3.43) and (3.44) is proportional to the square of 

the characteristic length of the transducer [ 2L ]. Hence, an option in increasing the 

coupling coefficient of a transducer is to increase its overall size. From (3.45) and (3.49) 

it is evident that, for both systems, by increasing the size of device the electromagnetic 

coefficient and consequently the output power of the system is increased. 

In the case of a rotational system, considering the combined ball screw, mass, 

spring and the rotary generator as the transducer assembly, the coupling coefficient 

related to the generator part of the transducer can be defined as 
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where mgc is the mechanical damping associated with the rotary generator. According to 

the discussion presented above, it is expected that 
emg will scale with the square of the 

characteristic length of the generator [
emg ]. This assumption will be examined in the 

next section by studying the specifications of a set of commercial generators. For the 

rotational transducer assembly, the coupling coefficient defined in (3.44) can be 

rewritten as  

 

2

,i
em

mg mb i

T

c c R
 


  (3.57) 

where mbc is the mechanical damping due to the presence of other transducer’s

mechanical components such as  ball screw, bearings and  coupling shafts. Here, by 

increasing the size of the rotary generator, the quantity 2 /i iT R  scales as [L
3
], but mgc

scales as [L], while, mbc  does not scale up. Hence, it can be understood that by 

increasing the generator size, the coupling coefficient of the overall transducer assembly 

is increased but due to constant mbc , the rate of scaling is higher than [L
2
]. For instance 

if two rotational systems are designed based on two different rotary generators with 

electromechanical coefficients 
1emg and 

2emg , the ratio of the non-dimensional 

electromechanical coefficient for these generators scales as [L
2
], i.e.,     

2

2 2 2
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  (3.58) 

and from (3.57) the ratio of the overall electromechanical coefficient of the designed 

transducers is 
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(3.59) 

Therefore, if 
1

/mb mgc c is greater than
2

/mb mgc c , then in comparison with
1em , 

2em scales 

with a ratio greater than [L
2
].  

3.5 Numerical study 

3.5.1 Linear system examples 

This section investigates the relation between size and efficiency of energy 

harvesting devices under constrained condition brought about by the employed 

commercial generator. It is assumed that a source of vibration (for example a vertical 

movement of a boat) with a frequency of 0.5 Hz (  rad/sec) and amplitude of 1 m    

( 1Y m) is available. We are required to design an energy harvesting device such that 

the maximum displacement of the seismic mass does not exceed 0.3 m.  

First case is dedicated to the design of a linear energy harvesting structure based on figure 3-1. 

Table 3-3 lists the parameters of a variety of linear electromagnetic actuators presented in [78] that 

are sorted in the order of small to large scales. The last system represents a hypothetical case in 

which the size of the actuator is much larger than model ASP400 (~8 times). For each presented 

linear actuator type, the proof mass is calculated such that the oscillation at excitation frequency (

  rad/sec) occurs within the given constraint (i.e., 0 0.3Z   m). For each inertial generator 

em and the seismic mass are calculated from (3.43) and (3.12), respectively. Then, at optimum 

load resistance (
max, ,l linear P iR R ), the output power is obtained from (3.9). As table 3-3 shows, by 

increasing the transducer dimensions, em  is increased in agreement with the result presented in 

section 3.4. Also, by increasing the size of the linear actuator, the overall damping of the system gets 

larger, thus requiring a bigger mass to reach the same displacement (i.e., 0 0.3Z  ). 
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Table 3-3  Parameters of a number of linear electromagnetic inertial actuator models [78]. 

 tK  iR  mc  em  m  
max,l out PP  

Type (N/A) (Ω) (Ns/m)  (kg) (W) 

Trust headphone actuator 0.74 8 0.38 0.18 0.03 0.007 

Micromega(IA-01) 1.6 3.0 1.4 0.61 0.17 0.09 

Aura 7 4.4 9 1.23 1.39 1.23 

Motran (IFX 30-100) 10 1.6 44 1.42 7.18 6.93 

Micromega (ADD-45N) 20 4 35 2.86 8.11 11.10 

ASP 400 21 1.6 30 9.19 16.02 30.60 

Hypothetical case 42 0.8 60 36.75 111.01 224.8 

 

In addition, it is seen that by increasing the size of the linear actuator, the output 

power increases. However, as in this case, mass is the design variable (and for hence the 

absorbed mechanical power is different for each design), system efficiency would 

therefore be a more appropriate criterion to be used in order to compare the different 

harvesters. Figure 3-10 shows the efficiency of the designed system corresponding to 

their maximum output power calculated from (3.37). It is seen that by increasing em

due to the increase of the transducer size, the efficiency of the energy conversion system 

is improved. However, even in the case of a hypothetical system where the size has 

been increased dramatically, the efficiency of the system does not exceed 50% which is 

in agreement with the result obtained from (3.47).  
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Figure 3-10 Efficiency of linear electromagnetic energy harvesting systems versus em for the linear 

actuator shown in table 3-3.  

3.5.2 Rotational system examples  

Table 3-4 presents the size and specifications of a number of commercial PM 

(permanent magnet) generators where h and r, respectively, are the length and the 

diameter of the rotary generator coupled to the ball screw as presented in figure 3-6. 

Here, for each generator, emg  is calculated from (3.56), see table 3-4. Figure 3-11 

shows the variation of the coupling coefficients of the generators in comparison with the 

size of the reference generator (Model a). A reasonable fit to 
emg shows that it is 

linearly proportional to  
2

3
1/iV V , where 1V is the volume of generator model a, and iV is 

the volume of the selected generator. This result validates the statement made in section 

3.4 that the electromechanical coupling coefficient of a generator scales up with the 

square of the characteristic length of the device [L
2
]. Also in each case em which 

represents the electromechanical coefficient of the transducer assembly is calculated 

from (3.57). Note that mbc is not a function of the generator size and is assumed to be 

3.0E-3 (mN.m.s.rad
-1

) for all the designed transducers. A comparison of em and emg

reveals that the em scales with a ratio higher than that of emg . This agrees with the 

discussion presented in section 3.4. 
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Table 3-4 The parameters of PM motors from Faulhaber [81]. 

 r  h  iT  iR  mgc  
 emg  

em  l  max,b out PP   

Model (mm) (mm) (mNm/A) (Ω) ( mN.m.s.rad
-1

)    (mm) (W) 

a 6 20 1.13 9.1 6E-5  2.33 0.05 1.2 0.4 

b 12 26 2.77 2.3 4.2E-4  6.78 0.95 1.5 6.2 

c 16 28 3.86 4.3 4.8E-4  7.22 0.99 1.6 6.4 

d 20 36 6.34 3.4 1.3E-3  9.20 2.75 2 12.0 

e 30 56 12.74 1.6 6E-3  16.20 10.80 3.8 20.6 

f 35 64 14.52 0.6 1.4E-2  24.40 20.20 6.1 24.2 

g 44 90 23.83 0.23 6E-2  39.94 38.4 13.5 27.3 

 

 

Figure 3-11 The coupling coefficient of rotary generators presented in table 3-4 versus ratio of their 

sizes to the reference generator in power of two over 3. 

 

Now, it is assumed that the environmental vibration condition and the constraint on 

the maximum allowable displacement of the seismic mass are the same as the values 

considered in the first case ( 0 1Y  m,  ). In this case, based on each of the PM 

(permanent magnet) generators presented in table 3-4, a rotational harvesting system is 

designed. It is assumed that the energy harvester has a mass of 8.1 kg, and the design 
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variables are l and lR . The optimum load resistance for each case is obtained from (3.32), 

and then the optimum lead size for the ball screw is calculated from (3.33). Table 3-4 

presents the ball screw lead values and the generated power of each system 

corresponding to the relevant selected PM generator in each case. It is seen that by 

increasing the size of the generator, em and consequently the output power of the 

system is increased which is in agreement with (3.44). Figure 3-12 shows the efficiency 

of the designed rotational systems versus em . It is seen that by increasing the size of 

PM generators, the efficiency of the system increases. Here, in contrast with linear 

systems, an efficiency above 50% is achievable. This occurs for those systems whose 

em meet the criterion presented in (3.51), i.e., systems designed based on generators e, 

f and g. However, if em does not satisfy the condition presented in (3.51), i.e., 8em  , 

designing a rotational energy harvesting system may result in a sub-optimum energy 

harvesting device in comparison with the linear system. For instance comparison of the 

designed systems based on the generators a, b and c with the linear system designed 

based on Micromega (ADD-45N), reveals that although the rotational systems utilize 

the same mass, they produce less power compared with the linear system. Therefore, for 

constrained applications, in the design process of the energy harvesting systems, a 

rotary generator should be selected carefully to allow the designer to take advantage of 

the superiority of the rotational systems over the linear systems.  

 

Figure 3-12 Efficiency of rotational electromagnetic energy harvesting systems versus em   for the 

rotary generators shown in table 3-4. 
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3.6  Conclusion 

In some energy harvesting systems, the maximum displacement of the oscillating mass 

will be limited due to the physical constraints of the device. In systems where this 

limitation does not exist, choosing the optimum load resistance with the goal of 

maximizing the energy harvested from the environment is a process that takes place 

afterthemachinedesign.Thisiswhy,inthesecases,thephrase“tuning”isusedtorefer

to the selection of the resistance load. However, in systems where the maximum 

displacement of the mass is limited (constrained systems), choosing the optimum load 

resistance is part of the actual design process and cannot be done independently of 

choosing other parameters. 

In this chapter, the maximum power condition and the corresponding efficiency for 

constrained vibration based linear and rotational energy harvesting devices are 

presented. For convenience, and for enabling the comparison of different systems, the 

definition for the coupling coefficient of an energy harvesting device given by (3.43) 

and (3.44) are employed.  

In a linear system, electromechanical coupling coefficient ( em ) is shown to increase 

with the size of the transducer according to its characteristic length squared. However, 

in the case of a rotational system, although emg of the rotational generator, itself, 

increases as [L
2
], the value of em  for the whole transducer assembly (including the ball 

screw) scales by a ratio greater than [L
2
].  

It is shown that in a system with linear motion and constrained throw, even with the 

assumption of negligible mechanical losses, the maximum harvestable power (at 

optimum condition, i.e., 
max, ,l linear P iR R ) is half of the mechanical power that can be 

absorbed by the transducer. 

In addition, it is shown that the output power and efficiency of linear systems increase 

by increasing the size of the structure. However, the maximum efficiency for such 

devices cannot be more than 50%.   

In contrast, rotational systems with a constrained throw show greater capability in 

transferring energy to the resistance load. In these systems, the ratio of the optimum 
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load resistance and the internal resistance of the generator can be written according to 

equation (3.32) and (3.44) as follows: 

Therefore, by increasing em , that be achieved by enlarging the rotary generator size, 

the ratio of the generator internal resistance to the load resistance increases. A 

comparison between the efficiency of linear and rotational energy harvesting systems 

presented in this chapter is shown in figure 3-13. 

 

Figure 3-13  Comparison the efficiency of linear and rotational electromagnetic energy harvesting 

systems presented in this chapter. 

Figure 3-14 shows the logarithmic plot of em  against the generator volumes over 

reference volume to the power of two over three for both linear and rotational 

transducers, respectively presented in tables 3.3 and 3.4.  

Due to the fact that the mass of a linear actuator over the mass of a reference generator 

is proportional to the ratio of their volumes, for the comparison shown in figure 3-14, 

the equivalent mass of the generator model (a), has been selected as the reference mass 

for linear actuators. The mass of linear actuators have been obtained from [78]. It is 

seen that em for rotational systems scales with a greater ratio in comparison with the 

linear systems. Hence, scaling the generator part in a rotational system can be more 

beneficialintermsofimprovementofthesystem’sefficiencyandoutputpower. 

max, ,
1 .

l rotational P

em
i

R

R
    (3.60) 
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Figure 3-14 Log-log plot of em  versus volume over the reference volume to the power of two over 

three for linear and rotational systems presented in tables 3.3  and 3.4. 

 

It is demonstrated that these transducers can be designed to operate with efficiencies 

above 50%. The criterion that guarantees this superior efficiency is derived in (3.51) 

which can be used in the design process. This superiority of rotational systems over 

linear systems is due to the presence of an intermediate mechanism viz ball screw that 

can provide an extra design variable, thus enabling us to optimize the power output of 

the system subject to displacement constraint more desirably. For a defined 

environmental condition and a given proof mass with constrained maximum allowable 

displacement, the amount of power delivered to the electrical load by a rotational 

system can be as high as twice the amount delivered by a linear system.   
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Chapter 4:  Design procedure for a rotational 

energy harvester 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the procedure for designing a ball screw based device, shown in 

figure 4-1, for harvesting energy from the vertical motion of a boat is presented. This 

device may also be used for small-scale wave energy harvesting purposes. The proposed 

system is a base excited mass-spring system in which the relative motion of the mass is 

caused by the vertical oscillation of a boat or a buoyant.  

This chapter proposes the design process guidelines for the optimum selection of 

the system parameters. Note that in many electromagnetic energy harvesting systems 

presented in the literature, choosing the optimum load resistance with the goal of 

maximizing the energy harvested from the environment, is a process that is carried out 

after the design stage.Thisiswhy,inthesecases,thephrase“tuning”isusedtoreferto

the selection of the resistance load. However, in some applications such as the one 

presented in this chapter where the maximum displacement of the mass is limited, 

choosing the optimum load resistance is an integral part of the design process and 

cannot be done independently of choosing other parameters.  

4.2 System description 

Figure 4-1 shows a drawing of the proposed device. It comprises a sprung mass 

coupled to an electrical generator viaaballscrew.Theboat’sverticalmotioncausesthe

mass to vibrate relative the boat which in turn drives a generator through the ball screw 

coupling. The free body diagram of the presented device is similar to that shown in 

figure 3-6. The governing equations of the motion of mass and the output power were 

derived in chapter 3. 

Form (3.25) the maximum value of the relative displacement occurs when / 0Z   

which gives the following expression for the resonance frequency: 
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Figure 4-1 The proposed design for harvesting energy from boat’s vertical movement. 
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4.3 Design optimization 

In this section, the process of optimal selection of physical parameters of the 

proposed energy harvesting device is studied. The optimal design of such a device 

strongly depends on the combination of mass, spring, rotational generator, ball screw 

and load resistance parameters. Figure 4-2 shows the design process for the energy 

harvesting system. 

The first step in designing an energy harvesting device is to establish the 

characteristicsofthevibrationenvironment.Inthecaseofaboat’svertical movement, 

as the source of excitation, obtaining the main frequency and amplitude of the vertical 

movement of the boat is indispensable. Hence, the design process begins with the study 

ofthecharacteristicsoftheboat’sverticaloscillation. 

4.3.1 Environmental vibration conditions 

Ingeneral, theamplitudeand frequencyofaboat’sverticalmotion is related to

the parameters such as weather condition, sea depth, boat speed, boat size, etc. A review 

of different studies shows that the vertical movement of typical sailing boats is 

inherently random with the dominant frequency of vibration being less than 1 Hz [82]. 

Based on the discussion presented in chapter 2, to investigate the dominant vibration 

frequency of a typical boat, measurements were conducted on a sailing boat in the 

English Channel. The boat was a double hull catamaran, 34 feet long, 14 feet wide with 

a total weight of approximately 3.5 tonnes. To acquire the oscillation data, a micro-

machined silicon static accelerometer was positioned three feet from the bow of the 

boat. 

The results of this research confirmed that significant boat vertical motion occurs 

at the frequency of 0.5 Hz and the main amplitude of the boat movement is about 1 m. 

Therefore, the initial scope of this work is to design the energy harvesting device for the 

condition where its base is subjected to a 0.5 Hz vibration with amplitude of 1 m ( 0Y  1 

m , πrad/sec). 

4.3.2 Selection of mass and its maximum stroke   

Equation (3.49) shows that the maximum theoretical output power is not only 

determined by the environmental vibration characteristics ( , 0Y ) but also the relative  
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Figure 4-2 Process of designing the energy harvesting system parameters. 
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displacement of the mass. The mass and its maximum allowable displacement (
0nZ ) 

should ideally be as large as possible. However, it is known that in practice, the mass 

and its relative displacement are limited by the actual size and weight of the device. In 

this work, the proof mass is assumed to be 8 kg ( m   8 kg) and the maximum 

displacement from equilibrium position is ±300 mm (
0nZ  300 mm). In the following 

sections, the physical parameters of the system are selected so that the output power is 

maximised.  

4.3.3 Generator selection 

In an ideal generator, for energy harvesting purposes, the internal resistance 

should be as small as possible. Also, the mechanical damping associated with the 

generator should be minimum. Generally, PM generators are suitable choices for these 

types of applications as for a comparable power rating they possess lower mechanical 

damping and smaller coil resistance than other types of rotary generators. In addition, 

with no winding on their rotors, they tend to have a small rotor moment of inertia which 

reduces the mechanical time constant of the generator. From (3.49) it is evident that by 

increasing the electromagnetic coefficient of a transducer ( em ), the amount of 

harvested power is increased. In chapter 3, it was shown that the electromagnetic 

coefficient of a transducer is proportional to its size. It was also found that by increasing 

the size of the generator in an energy harvesting transducer, the electromagnetic 

coefficient of the generator and consequently the overall electromagnetic coefficient of 

the transducer are increased. Therefore, the generator should be selected to be as large 

as possible. After choosing the generator, the load resistance can be calculated from 

(3.32). However, in selecting the ball screw, some practical constraint should be 

considered, as discussed in the following section.  

4.3.4 Ball screw selection 

The size of ball screw lead can be calculated form (3.33) and its length from the 

sum of the overall traveling distance of the mass  (
0

2 nZ = 600 mm) plus a margin of 100 

mm for safety purposes and an extra length (240 mm in our case) to accommodate the 

bearings and coupling shaft. Hence, the total length of the ball screw here is 940 mm. 
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The next parameter of the ball screw that needs to be determined is its diameter. 

However, before that we need to find the maximum rotational speed of the ball screw     

( ). This speed should be lower than the maximum permissible rotational speed of the 

ball screw, where 

0 1 2

2
smallervalueof and .n nZ N N

l


 

 
  

 
  (4.3) 

The maximum permissible rotational speed of a ball screw is the lower value of 

the critical speed (
1N ) and ball bearing maximum permissible speed (

2N ). Critical 

screw speed is related to the natural frequency of the screw shaft. Exceeding this value 

may result in excessive vibration. The critical speed (
1N ) can be found by using the 

following equation [83]  

1 2
,

b

d
N

l
   (4.4) 

where is called the mounting factor and is determined according to the mounting 

configuration of the ball screw ends. The highest value of   is achieved when both 

ends of the ball screw are fixed. Parameter
bl is the distance between two mounting 

surfaces and d  isthescrewshaftthread’sminordiameter. 

Another consideration is related to the velocity of the ball bearings rotating 

around the screw shaft ( 2N ). Exceeding this value may result in damaging the ball 

circulation components. This value is obtained from  

2 .rC
N

D
  (4.5) 

where D is the ball centre-to-centre diameter and the parameter rC depends on the 

manufacturing details of the ball screw and nut, and is determined by the manufacturing 

companies for each product. The permissible rotational speed is determined by the 

lower values of 1N  and 2N . Therefore, the minimum permissible diameter of the ball 

screw is initially determined from (4.4) so that to satisfy the condition of (4.3). The type 

and size of ball bearings of the ball screw nut are determined from (4.4) so that to meet 

the condition presented in (4.3). 

Although the minimum permissible diameter of the ball screw is determined from 

(4.3), in practice a larger diameter may be required. The diameter of a ball screw 
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dominantly determines the overall moment of inertia of the system. Even though the 

device is designed based on the main frequency of base excitation, its functionality 

should not be jeopardized when subjected to higher frequencies. In other words, when 

the moment of inertia of the system is low (meeting the condition presented in (4.3)), 

the relative displacement of the moving mass at high frequencies may exceed its 

maximum allowable set by the physical constraints of the device. On the other hand, 

selecting a ball screw with an unnecessarily large diameter not only increases the cost 

but also the overall moment of inertia of the system. Therefore, the spring stiffness 

should be increased to compensate for the effect of the high-reflected inertia and 

maintain the natural frequency of the system being equal to the excitation frequency. 

However, utilizing a very stiff spring does not allow the mass to be positioned in the 

middle of the active length of the ball screw, which limits the maximum permissible 

stroke.  

After selecting the ball screw with minimum permissible diameter, the initial 

spring stiffness can be obtained from (3.28) to ensure that the natural frequency of the 

system matches the excitation frequency. However, if the relative mass displacement at 

higher frequencies (including the resonance frequency from (4.1)) exceeds its maximum 

limit, i.e. the active length of the ball screw plus the additional safety margin, the 

system performance will be impaired. To avoid this problem, the overall moment of 

inertia of the system needs to be increased and that can be achieved by increasing the 

ball screw diameter. Therefore, the optimum size of the ball screw diameter needs to be 

as small as possible subject to the condition that guarantees the operation of the system 

at frequencies higher than natural frequency of system including the resonance 

frequency obtained from (4.1). In other words, if the system is supposed to be subjected 

to an excitation with a frequency equal to its resonance frequency, the moment inertia of 

the system needs to be selected so that the maximum relative displacement at resonance 

obtained from (4.2) is less than the safety length of the ball screw.  

After selecting a suitable ball screw, based on the overall moment of inertia of the 

system, the final value of the spring stiffness can be calculated from (3.28). However, in 

the process of designing and selecting the spring, some practical issues should be 

considered which are discussed next. 
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4.3.5 Spring selection 

In theory, two types of springs (compression and tension) may be selected for this 

apparatus. However, extending a compression spring beyond its free length will alter its 

free length. Therefore, in the next compressive part of the cycle, the load exerted by the 

spring would be higher due to the increased free length while the stiffness would remain 

the same. To overcome this problem, the stiffness of the spring should be such that the 

entire oscillation occurs within its original free length. This imposes an extra constraint 

on the selection of the spring as it implies here that the loaded spring should be 

compressed by 300 mm in the equilibrium position. Obtaining such a compression gives 

rise to the problem of buckling. The maximum allowable spring deflection that avoids 

buckling depends on the free length, coil diameter and spring ends configurations [84] 

(such as pivot ball or ground and square). For a spring with 800 mm free length and a 

deflection of 600 mm to avoid buckling, as a rule of thumb, the mean diameter of the 

spring’scoilsshouldbeat leastonequarterofitsfreelength, i.e., the spring diameter 

needs to be more than 200 mm. Utilizing this size of spring (especially when a pair of 

springs in parallel are required) increases the device size to an unacceptable level. 

Buckling of the springs could be prevented by using supporting shafts, however, the 

friction between the spring and the shaft will degrade the performance of the system.  

To avoid difficulties associated with using compression springs, tension springs 

are therefore proposed. Using tension springs not only reduces the size of the device but 

also reduces friction and power losses during the operation of the system. With a 

maximum allowable displacement of 600 mm, the spring stiffness should be such that 

the entire oscillation occurs when the spring is in extension mode where the loaded 

spring is extended at least 300 mm in the equilibrium position. For a mass of 8 kg, it 

means that the maximum allowable spring stiffness is 261.6 N/m. If the calculated 

spring stiffness is larger than this amount, the diameter of the ball screw should be 

decreased to reduce the moment of inertia of the system and consequently the spring 

stiffness. If reducing the moment of inertia will jeopardize the performance of the 

system at frequencies higher than its natural frequency, then the considered safety 

margin should be increased. For the spring stiffness of less than 261.6 N/m, the length 

of the upper spacer connection is determined so that the equilibrium position of the 

loaded spring is in the middle of the active length of the ball screw.  
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4.4 Numerical example 

In this section, the performances of some energy harvesters, designed with 

different generators are compared. Table 4-1 presents the specifications of six PM 

generators that including parameters such as size, internal load resistance, torque 

constant and overall mechanical damping. For each generator, by considering the 

environmental conditions (  rad/sec,Y  1 m) , the given mass ( m  8 kg), and the 

maximum allowable displacement at the dominant frequency ( 0Z  0.3 m), other 

parameters of the energy harvesting device are calculated according to the flowchart 

presented in figure 4-2. Here, an additional 50 mm of the active length of the ball screw, 

on each side, has been considered as a safety margin. Therefore, if the traveling length 

of the oscillating mass exceeds 350 mm from the equilibrium position, the operation of 

the system will be hindered due to the mass hitting the end stops or the tension springs 

exiting their extension modes. 

Table 4-1 Parameters of six PM generator [81]. 

 
Diameter Length 

iT  lR  mc  

Model (mm) (mm) (mNm/A) (Ω) ( mNm rad
-1

s
-1

) 

a 20 36 6.34 3.4 13.6E-3 

b 24 44 9.83 2.1 17.6E-3 

c 30 56 12.74 1.6 22.6E-3 

d 35 64 14.52 0.6 22.6E-3 

e 44 90 23.83 0.23 37.1E-3 

f 45 144 73.9 1.01 53.6E-3 

 

For each harvester, table 4-2 presents the calculated electromagnetic coefficient 

from (3.44), optimum load resistance from (3.32) and optimum size of ball screw lead 

from (3.33). In addition, the amount of extracted power from each transducer, designed 

with the generators presented in table 4-1, is calculated.  It is shown that by increasing 

the generator’s size, the electromagnetic coefficient increases and, as expected from

(3.49), the amount of harvested power monotonically increases. From (3.49) the 

maximum harvestable power for the given condition is 37.2 W, however, as it is seen in 
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table 4-2 due to mechanical and electrical power losses, in all cases the transferred 

power to the load resistance is less than this amount. It is further seen that by increasing 

the generator size, the size of ball screw lead is increased which reduces   in the left 

hand side of (4.3). Hence, by increasing the size of a generator the fulfilment of the 

condition presented in (4.3) and as a result the selection of the ball screw would be 

much easier. Figure 4-3 shows the efficiency of the designed systems versus their 

electromagnetic coefficients. It is seen that by increasing 
em  the efficiency of the 

transducer increases. 

 

Table 4-2 Six energy harvesting systems designed based on presented PM generators in table 4-1. 

 
l  lR  em  l aveP  

Model (mm) (Ω)  (W) 

a 3 4.65 0.87 5.77 

b 4 3.97 2.6 11.50 

c 5 3.74 4.46 14.91 

d 7 2.18 12.26 21.17 

e 12 1.89 66.72 29.14 

f 16 10.18 110.75 30.05 

 

Designing an energy harvesting device based on the guidelines presented in   

figure 4-2 can guarantee harvesting the maximum amount of power when the 

environmental excitation frequency matches the natural frequency of the system. At this 

condition, the output power is not a function of the moment of inertia of the system. In a 

real environment, an energy harvesting system may be subjected to a wide range of 

frequencies including the resonance frequency, which is the frequency corresponding to 

the maximum relative displacement of its mass. Now, if the resonance frequency of the 

device is within the expected excitation frequency range, then the moment of inertia of 

the system should be selected so that the maximum relative displacement of the 

oscillating mass, obtained from (4.2), is less than its given limit, i.e., the active length of 

the ball screw plus the safety margin. 
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Figure 4-3 Efficiency of the designed systems versus their electromagnetic coefficients. 

Figure 4-4 shows the relative displacement of the mass for four harvesters, with 

different total moments of inertia, that have been designed with the generator Model f in 

table 4-1. Here, it is assumed that the base oscillation varies over a wide range of 

frequencies, including resonance frequency, at the same amplitude (1 m). 

 

Figure 4-4 Relative displacement of the oscillating mass when the frequency of vibration varies in a 

wide range. 

Whentheharvester’smomentofinertiaislow(e.g.,smallballscrewdiameter),

by increasing the excitation frequency, the traveling amplitude may exceed its 

allowable limit, which is 350 mm. Despite reducing the efficiency of the system, by 

increasing the moment of inertia (see figure 4-4 when J =12e-5 kg.m
2
), the harvester 

can be designed so that its functionality over a wide range of frequencies is guaranteed 

because the maximum traveling distance of its oscillating mass is always less than its 
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permissible limit. The parameters of a suggested harvester, designed with the generator 

Model f, according to the guidelines presented in figure 4-2 is shown in table 4-3. As it 

is seen in table 4-2, this system produces a maximum power of 30.05 W when it is 

subjected to 1 m oscillation at the frequency of 0.5 Hz. With the optimum size of 16 

mm for ball screw lead, from (3.20) the maximum rotational speed of the ball screw in 

this system is 370.1 rad/sec or 3524 rpm, hence, a suitable ball screw and nut should be 

selected to satisfy the condition presented in (4.3). The power density of the designed 

energy harvester is 480.8 W/m
3
. 

 

Table 4-3 Parameters of the suggested harvesters designed based n generator Model f. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

m  8 kg lR  10.18 Ω 

l  16 mm tK  73.9 mNm/A 

k  261 N/m iR  1.01 Ω 

J 12E-5 kg.m
2 ball screw length 0.94 m 

4.5 Maplesim Simulation 

To validate the derived equations and suggested parameters, the designed energy 

harvester is simulated using Maplesim, which is a modelling environment for creating 

and simulating multi-domain physical systems. It allows the user to build a components 

diagram that represents a physical system in a graphical form and therefore the result of 

simulation can validate the derived dynamic equations for the simulated system. The 

diagram of the suggested energy harvester is shown in figure 4-5 and the considered 

model of generator in Maplesim is shown in figure 4-6.  

Figure 4-7 shows the base movement and the relative displacement of the harvester 

mass. It is seen that for a base displacement of 1 m at the frequency of 0.5 Hz, the 

relative mass displacement is restricted to the amplitude of 0.3 m. The output power that 

is shown in figure 4-8 indicates that the average harvested power is in agreement with 

the predicted amount of 30.05 W.  
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Figure 4-5 Maplesim model of the proposed energy harvester. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 Generator model in Maplesim. 
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Figure 4-7 Base displacement and relative displacement of the oscillating mass in Maplesim 

simulation. 

 

Figure 4-8 Harvested power from the proposed energy harvester when it is subjected to a sinusoidal 

movement with the amplitude of 1 m and frequency of 0.5 Hz, obtained by Maplesim simulation. 

4.6 Time varying frequency and amplitude excitation 

Although the energy harvester presented in this chapter is designed for a given 

environmental condition with known excitation amplitude and frequency, in practice, 

these may vary. Therefore, it is worth studying the performance of the designed energy 

harvester when it is subjected to a time-varying frequency and amplitude excitation. 

Figure 4-9 shows the relative mass displacement for the energy harvester with its 

parameters shown in table 4-3, when the frequency and amplitude of base displacement, 
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respectively, vary form 1.0 rad/sec to 7.0 rad/sec and 0.2 m to 1.0 m. It is seen that by 

increasing the amplitude of the base displacement, the relative displacement is 

increased. However, by increasing the excitation frequency, for the frequencies below 

the resonance frequency of the device, i.e 4.5 rad/sec obtained from (4.1), the relative 

mass displacement is increased and for the frequencies above this value it is decreased.  

 

 

Figure 4-9 Relative displacement of mass when the amplitude and frequency of base excitation, 

respectively, vary from 0.2 m to 1m and from 1 rad/sec to 7 rad/sec. 

 

Figure 4-10 shows the output power of the system when the energy harvester is 

subjected to time-varying excitation. It is seen that by increasing the excitation 

amplitude and frequency, the output power is increased whilst, based on figure 4-9, the 

harvester operates within the allowable, i.e Z<0.35. 
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Figure 4-10 Output power when the amplitude and frequency of base excitation, respectively, vary 

from 0.2 m to 1m and from 1 rad/sec to 7 rad/sec. 

 

To evaluate how optimize is the harvester in time-varying excitation condition, the 

effectiveness of system is studied. Here, the effectiveness is defined as [18]   

 

3

Outputpower Outputpower

1Maximum possible oputput

2

HE

mYZ

   
(4.6) 

Figure 4-11 shows the effectiveness of energy harvester when it is subjected to a time-

varying frequency and amplitude excitation. It is seen that the maximum effectiveness is 

obtained when the excitation frequency matches the natural frequency of device, i.e. 

ω=πrad/sec and for the frequencies away from the natural frequency of harvester the

effectiveness of system declines. In other words, the harvester with pre-tuned natural 

frequency is unable to achieve optimal power output for all frequency range of 

excitation. Hence, to improve the performance of system under time-varying frequency 

condition, we need to incorporate a tuning mechanism to increase its functionality.  

Therefore, the next step of this research, which will be presented in future chapters, is to 

introduce a variable moment of inertia mechanism to tune the natural frequency of 

system in time-varying conditions.  
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Figure 4-11 The effectiveness of energy harvester when the amplitude and frequency of base 

excitation, respectively, vary from 0.2 m to 1m and from 1 rad/sec to 7 rad/sec. 

4.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a constrained optimization process for a proposed ball screw based 

energy harvester is studied to extract maximum energy from vertical motion of a boat. 

In the proposed device, a ball screw converts the linear oscillatory motion of the mass to 

the rotational motion in order to drive a PM generator. The design process flowchart is 

developed to provide guidelines for the optimum selection of system parameters. The 

proposed technique considers practical limiting factors involved in the design of a 

constraint ball screw system including the maximum allowable displacement of the 

mass. It is shown that, unlike unconstrained energy harvesting systems, an energy 

harvester for which the maximum displacement is a constraint, selecting the optimum 

load resistance should be considered at an early stage of the design process (i.e., not a 

posteriori step). The suggested system with a mass of 8 kg is estimated to produce more 

than 30 watts for a typical boat motion which oscillates with average amplitude of 1 m 

at 0.5 Hz. This amount of energy is enough to supply a typical boat’s internal power

usage demand. In addition, it is shown that under time-varying conditions, the 

effectiveness of device for the frequencies away from the natural frequency of system 

declines. Chapter 6 will demonstrate how the performance of the harvester can be 

improved by employing a variable moment of inertia mechanism.  
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Chapter 5:  Harvesting energy from random 

excitation 

5.1 Introduction 

Notwithstanding that many suggested energy harvesters in the literature have been 

designed, characterized and optimized by assuming that the device is under harmonic 

excitation [85, 86, 87], the majority of vibrations encountered in the real environment 

are random by their nature [88]. The vibration of vehicles due to roads irregularities, 

vibration of aircraft engines, trains and missiles are some examples of random 

excitations [89]. In the case of the proposed energy harvester in this thesis, in real 

conditions such as the marine environment, the device may be subjected to vibration 

which is distributed over a broadband of frequencies and random in nature. In these 

environments, the ambient vibration can be described using the theory of random 

process. The theory of random vibration applied to mechanical systems has been studied 

by a number of researchers [90, 91, 92]. Halvorsen [93] first used linear random 

vibration theory to obtain closed-form expression of the output power of a general 

energy harvester model. Adhikari et al [94]  used the same approach to derive an 

expression for the mean normalized harvested power of a piezoelectric based energy 

harvester. Renaud et al. [68] derived closed-form formulas describing the power and 

efficiency of a piezoelectric energy harvester for sinusoidal and random vibrations. It 

was shown that under random excitation, the optimum generated power is directly 

proportional to the efficiency of the harvester.  

Tang et al [95] studied the performance of single-mass and dual-mass electromagnetic 

energy harvesters under random force, displacement, velocity and acceleration. 

However, in their discussion, no distinction is made between the internal resistance and 

the load resistance of a generator. Therefore, the derived power formula is the total sum 

of the useful electrical energy and the electrical power loss. It is worth mentioning here 

that the current chapter focuses on power flow from the mechanical environment into 

the electrical domain rather than the delivery of useful power to an electrical load which 

is more appropriate. In addition, none of the above mentioned research works 
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investigate the performance of an electromagnetic energy harvesting system under 

band-limited excitation.   

 In this chapter, the analytical solutions within the theory of random vibration are 

extended to the proposed electromagnetic harvester that was presented in chapter 4. The 

closed-form expressions of output power under random broadband and band-limited 

excitations are derived. Also, an insightful discussion is provided to study the effect of 

the physical parameters of the energy harvester on the expected power to maximize its 

output power. In addition, in this chapter based on the spectral density of the measured 

acceleration, the expected harvested power by the energy harvester in real conditions is 

calculated.  

5.2 A review of stationary random vibration  

The principle characteristic of a random vibration is to simultaneously excite all the 

frequencies of a structure [90]. Let us assume that  pY t  is a random function in time. 

The cumulative distribution function of  pY t ,  ,
pY pF y t  is defined as 

 

    , ,
pY p r p pF y t P Y t y   (5.1) 

that shows the probability of  pY t  being smaller than or equal to a given value py . The 

probability density function (PDF) is defined as 

 

 
 ,

, .
p

p

Y p

Y p

p

F y t
f y t

y





 (5.2) 

The mean value of  pY t ,  pE Y t    is obtained from 

 

   , .
pp p Y p pE Y t y f y t dy





      (5.3) 
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 pE Y t    is the location of the centre of PDF function. The second statistical moment 

of  pY t ,  2

pE Y t    is  

 

   2 2 , .
pp p Y p pE Y t y f y t dy





      (5.4) 

and is called the mean square value of the function  pY t . The random function  pY t is 

said to be stationary when its value in 2 1t t   depends only on the difference between 

the two time instants, i.e.  . The autocorrelation function for a random process  pY t  is 

defined as the average value of the product of    1 1p pY t Y t   which is 

 

       1 2 1 1, . .
p pY p p YR t t E Y t Y t R       

(5.5) 

The spectral density of a stationary random function  
pYS   is defined as the Fourier 

transform of its autocorrelation function  
pYR  and is obtained from 

 

    ,
p p

j

Y YS R e d  







  (5.6) 

and it can be shown that 

 

    ,
p p

j

y YR S e d  





  (5.7) 

The dimension of the spectral density function is (quantity)
2
/frequency. Equations (5.6) 

and (5.7) are called Wiener-Khintchine formula, stating that  
pYR  and  

pYS   are 

related through a Fourier transformation [96]. These formulations are convenient 

because it can be shown that  
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   2 .
p

j

p YE Y t S e d 





      (5.8) 

Thus, the mean square of a quantity py is the integral of its spectral density over the 

frequency range. Also, for a linear system of the form      p p pI H Y   , where 

 pH   is the transfer function, it can be shown that the spectral density of 
pI  is related 

to the spectral density of 
pY by [88] 

     
2

.
p pI p YS H S    (5.9) 

Therefore, for large t, we have 

       
2

2 0 .
p p pp I I p YE I t R H S d  





       (5.10) 

To calculate the integral presented in the right-hand side of (5.10) we can use the 

general solution presented in [97]. In general, the following form of the calculation of 

the integral  

 

   
n

n

n n

H d



 










   (5.11) 

where 

  2 2 2 4

1 2 0

n n

n n n      

        (5.12) 

and 

     
1

1 0

n n

n n ni i i     


       (5.13) 

is applicable if the system whose mean square response is of interest is stable and this 

will be satisfied if all roots of  n  have negative real parts. Having satisfied this 

condition, the solution of (5.11) is obtained from [97] 
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(5.14) 

5.3 Harvesting energy from broadband white noise 

The type and frequency range of vibration may vary from one environment to 

another. However, based on the central limit theorem, many random processes in nature, 

which play the role of excitations to vibratory systems, are at least approximately 

normal (Gaussian). An interpretation of this theory is that a random process will 

approximately be normal if each of its sample functions can be considered to have been 

generated by the superposition of a large number of independent random sources, 

without any single one of them contributing significantly [98]. In this section, the output 

power of the energy harvester when subjected to a broadband random process with a 

Gaussian distribution is calculated. A broadband vibration is a stationary random 

process whose mean square spectral density has a significant value over a range of 

frequencies which is of roughly the same order of magnitude as the centre frequency of 

the band. An ideal random excitation with equal power per unit bandwidth, which 

results in a flat power spectral density across the frequency range of interest, is called 

white noise excitation [90].  If the signal has a uniform density over all frequencies, it is 

called a broadband white noise. If the uniform density of signal is distributed over a 

certain range of frequencies, it is called band-limited white noise.  
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5.3.1 Mean value of output power from broadband random excitation  

 To evaluate the performance of the energy harvesting device under random 

vibration, first the frequency response function of the device should be derived. For 

figure 3-6, the relative displacement of the seismic mass can be written as: 

 

    ,
2

l i
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R R
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j T
l

 







 
 
 

 
(5.15) 

and (3.24) can be written as 

 

      2 2 ,Z k M jc m Y        (5.16) 

where c is the reflective damping of the system, defined as  

22
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 (5.17) 

And the reflective mass is defined as 

2
2

.M m J
l

 
   

 
 (5.18) 

Substituting (5.15) into (5.16) and rearranging it results in 

     2 32
.l i iI k M jc R R j T m Y
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 (5.19) 

Now, if we assume    2

AY Y    as the Fourier transform of the base acceleration 

signal, the transfer function between the load current and the base acceleration signal is  
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and from (5.9), the spectral density of the load current is obtained form  

     
2

.
A AI IY YS H S    (5.21) 

Note that  
AYS  is the spectral density of the base acceleration signal and is assumed to 

be constant with respect to frequency, i.e.   0AYS S   . The mean value of the load 

power is obtained from 
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     (5.22) 

Comparing the integral presented on the right-hand side of (5.22) with the general form 

of integral shown in (5.11), (5.22) can be re-written as  
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 (5.23) 

where  

     
2

2 ,k c j M j       (5.24) 

The roots of the characteristic equation of the system is obtained from 

2 0,k c M          (5.25) 

Hence, the roots are 

2

1,2

4
.

2

c c Mk

M


  
  (5.26) 

In (5.26) c, k and M are physical parameters and are all positive, therefore, the real parts 

of the roots of (5.25) are always negative and hence the system is stable. This 

guarantees the feasibility of applying the approach presented in (5.14). Based on the 
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general solution for this type of integral from (5.23) we have 
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 (5.27) 
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Hence, the mean value of power is 
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By replacing (5.17) and (5.18) into (5.29), the mean value of output power based on the 

physical parameters of the energy harvester becomes 
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(5.30) 

 In chapter 3, it was shown that when the system is excited by a single frequency, 

to maximize the output power, it should be designed so that its undamped natural 

frequency is matched to the frequency of excitation. Therefore, in a single excitation 

condition, the harvested power is independent from the moment of inertia of the system. 

However, (5.30) indicates that the expected load power under random excitation is 

inversely proportional to the sum of the seismic mass and the reflected moment of 

inertia of the system. This implies that to harvest maximum power from a base excited 

rotational harvester under random excitation the moment of inertia of the system should 

be as small as possible.    

 The optimum value of the load resistance to maximize the output power can be 

obtained by solving [ ] 0,
l

E P
R





which results in  
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Interestingly, comparing (5.31) with (3.32) in chapter 3, reveals that the optimum load 

resistance when designing a constraint energy harvesting system for a single frequency 

of excitation is the same as the optimum load resistance when the system is subjected to 

a random excitation.  

To validate the analytical expression obtained for the optimum load resistance of 

the rotational electromagnetic energy harvesting system, a Monte-Carlo simulation is 

conducted. The Monte-Carlo simulation technique is a method that uses a random 

number sequence to evaluate the characteristics of the system based on a stochastic 

process [99]. Here, the expected output power is obtained for different values of the 

load resistance for a system whose parameters are presented in table 5-1. 

Table 5-1 Parameters of the energy harvester for Monte-Carlo test. 

Parameter Value 

mass (m) 8 kg 

generator resistance (Ri) 1.01Ω 

mechanical damping (cbg) 5.36E-5 N.s/m
 

spring stiffness (k) 261 N.m
-1

 

coupling coefficient (Ti) 7.39E-3 V.s.m
-1

 

ball screw lead (l) 0.016 m 

ball screw moment of inertia (J) 12.0E-5 kg.m
2
 

 

In order to simulate the input acceleration, 2000 samples of wide-band pseudo-

random signals are generated, as follows  

1 1

( . ) sin( ( . ) ).
N N

i i i i

i i

y i t i t 
 

       (5.32) 

where variables i  , i  and i are independent and normally distributed, respectively in 

[0, max ], [0, max ] and [0, max ]. In addition, the maximum value of i is defined as N, 

whichdependsonthedurationofthesimulationτandthetimestep t as 
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 (5.33) 

It is known that white noise has a constant spectral value over the whole frequency 

range. However, in practice, for simulation purposes generating such a signal is not 

feasible. Here we assume that max 400   rad/sec, which is much larger than the 

natural frequency of the simulated system, (
n  rad/sec), and is thus a reasonable 

approximation. The simulation is conducted for a period of 20 seconds, i.e. 20  sec, a 

sampling time of  0.001t   sec, and -

max

210 m sec  . The parameters of the Monte-

Carlo simulation are shown in table 5-2.  

Table 5-2 Simulation parameters of the Monte-Carlo technique. 

Parameter Value 

max  400πradsec
-1

 

max  10 m sec
-2 

max  πrad 

  20 sec 

t  0.001 sec 

 

The histograms shown in figure 5-1 illustrate the harvested power for different 

values of load resistance obtained from 2000 sets of random accelerations applied to the 

system for 20 seconds. As it is seen, the histogram of the average amount of harvested 

power for the produced base acceleration results in an output power with a Gaussian 

distribution. Statistical results of the output power obtained from Monte-Carlo 

simulation are shown in table 5-3.  
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Table 5-3 Statistical results of Mote-Carlo simulation. 

Load resistance 

( )lR   

Expected power 

[ ]E P  (W) 

Standard deviation 

 (W) 

0.5 12.67 0.86 

3.0 27.60 2.96
 

7.0 30.63 4.53 

10.2 31.03 5.28 

15.0 30.22 6.04 

30.0 27.50 7.13 

60.0 22.38 7.32 

100.0 17.78 6.66 

 

Figure 5-2 compares the statistical output of the Monte-Carlo simulation due to 

different load resistance values with the analytical expected power for each load 

resistance. As it is seen, maximum power is transferred to the load resistance for the 

case where 10.2lR  which is equal to the optimum load resistance calculated from 

(5.31) for the harvester parameters presented in table 5-1. The Monte-Carlo simulation 

confirms the calculated value for the optimum load resistance for harvesting maximum 

amount of power when the device is excited by a broadband random acceleration. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 
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e) 

 

f) 

 

g) 

 

h) 

Figure 5-1 Histograms of harvested power for 2000 generated random acceleration runs. 

 

Figure 5-2 Comparison of the analytical expected power with the average harvested power in 

Monte-Carlo simulation for different resistances.  

5.4 Harvesting energy from band-limited white noise excitation 

 The system is subjected to a band-limited white noise if

  0 1 2,
AYS S      , for which the corresponding power spectral density of the 

load current is  
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For this condition, the mean value of the output power is obtained from 
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(5.35) 

Equations (5.11) and (5.14) do not apply to the incomplete integrals presented in (5.35). 

However, these integrals can be solved by using a partial fraction expansion method that 

is presented in [89]. In this method, if   is the spectral density of the response 

function of a stationary random process as 

   
0

1 22
2 2 2 2 24 ,

0 elsewhere

n n

  
    

 
  

    
 
 

 (5.36) 

Then the result of the second spectral moment is 
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and /n k M  . To calculate the definite integral of (5.35), (5.38) can be expressed as 
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and hence, (5.35) can be written as 
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where   is the damping ratio, defined as 

2 n

c

M



  (5.41) 

Comparing (5.40) to (5.37) shows that the mean value of the output power when the 

harvester is subjected to a band-limited stationary white noise is given by 
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(5.42) 

 

The first term in (5.42) is the mean value of the output power when the system is 

subjected to a broadband white noise. However, the term presented in the square bracket 

is the correction factor for a band-limited vibration. In other words, for broadband white 

noise, the term    , 0,       tends to unity. However, this term is less than unity 

when system is subjected to a band-limited vibration. Figure 5-3 shows the behaviour of 

 / ,n    for different value of . It is seen that  / ,n   is a monotically 

increasing function of / n   with values between 0 and 1. This figure shows that for 

lightly damped systems most variations occur near its natural frequency. Increasing the 

damping ratio of the system, widens its bandwidth (defined as 2 n  ) and reduces the 

sharpness of  / ,n    around its natural frequency.  
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Figure 5-3 Variation of   / ,n   as a function of  / n  for three different values of   

 

Figure 5-4 shows the values of the correction factor in (5.41) for the mean output 

power of the system under band-limited random excitation.  The correction value is 

presented for the case of 0.50  . This is the corresponding damping ratio of the 

system presented in table 5-1 for its optimum load resistance of 10.2lR   . This graph 

illustrates that when the band-limited excitation is in the range of 1  to 2 , including 

the resonant frequency of the system, the correction factor is slightly less than unity. 

However, when the natural frequency of system is outside the excitation band, i.e. when 

both    1 2/ and /n n     are either less than or greater than unity, the correction 

factor is very small which drastically reduces the mean value of the expected power. 

Therefore, from the design point of view, an obvious conclusion is made that in order to 

harvest maximum output power from band-limited random excitation, the natural 

frequency of the system should fall between 1 and 2 .  
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Figure 5-4 Correction factor for calculation of the expected output power of energy harvester 

under band-limited excitation for a device with 0.50.   

The optimum value of n  can be obtained from numerical optimization of 

   2 1/ , / ,n n          for a given 2 , 1 . Replacing   from (5.41) in (5.39) 

gives the correction factor as a function of n . Considering the physical parameters of 

the harvester from table 5-1, and assuming a variable spring stiffness, the correction 

factor is a function of stiffness through n . Figure 5-5 shows the variation of the 

correction factor for the case when 1 1 rad/sec  and 2 10 rad/sec  . It is seen that for 

this system the maximum value of the correction factor is 0.79, which is obtained when 

the natural frequency of the system is 3.2 rad/secn  . From (5.41), the corresponding 

value of the optimum damping ratio for the system is 0.49.   Hence, to harvest the 

maximum power under band-limited excitation conditions, the designer should ensure 

that the parameters of the system match its optimally obtained natural frequency. For 

instance, considering the physical parameters of the above simulated system from table 

5-1 and the obtained optimum value of 3.2 rad/secn  , the optimum spring stiffness 

that would maximize the power harvested from band-limited excitation is

271.4 N/mk  . 
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Figure 5-5 Correction factor for calculation of the expected output power of energy harvester 

presented in table 5-1 under band-limited excitation  ( 1 1  rad/secand 2 10  rad/sec) versus .n  

5.5 Harvested power in real environment 

This section is dedicated to the estimation of the output power from the recorded 

random excitation applied to a boat in a real environment, as presented in figure 2-2. 

The derived expressions for the expected power in previous sections are helpful to 

quantify the harvested power under broadband and band-limited white noise excitations. 

However, the approach described in this section can be extended to find the mean value 

of the expected power when the power spectral density of the random excitation is not 

necessarily constant. For this purpose, the mathematical function corresponding to the 

power spectral density distribution of the random excitation should be investigated and 

then the expected output power can be estimated from (5.32). Note that, here  
AYS  is 

not constant and cannot be taken out of the integral term.  

Comparing the recorded random excitation shown in figure 2-2 with various 

distributions [100] indicates that the presented spectral density is very close to a Cauchy 

distribution with the general form of [101, 102] 
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where is the scale parameter, 
fS is the height factor and   is the location parameter. 

Figure 5-6 shows Cauchy distribution for different values of , 
fS and  .  

 

Figure 5-6 Cauchy distribution for different values of  , fS and  . 

 

Figure 5-7 Fitting the Cauchy distribution on the measured vertical excitation of the boat 

 

Figure 5-7 shows the PSD of the recorded acceleration from the boat motion and 

the mathematical estimation of the PSD plotted based on the Cauchy distribution when 

the parameters of distribution are 0.52  , 48fS  and 3.2  . It is seen that there is 

good agreement between the spectral density of the recorded acceleration signal and the 

mathematical estimated distribution. Therefore, the spectral density of the recorded 

acceleration can be written as  
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Replacing (5.44) in (5.22), the mean value of the harvested power is obtained from 
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  (5.45) 

 

and the expected output power can be obtained by numerical integration of (5.45) which 

can be shown to be 20.45 W.  

5.6 Conclusion 

 This chapter has investigated the performance of the proposed energy harvester 

in this work under random vibration conditions. Specifically, analytical expressions 

have been derived for the non-dimensional mean harvested power due to stationary 

broadband and band-limited white noise excitations. In the case of harvesting energy 

from broadband random source, it is shown that the output power is proportional to the 

weight of the actual mass used in the device. However, the output power is inversely 

proportionaltothemomentofinertiaofthesystem’srotatingcomponents.Therefore,a

system with the lowest moment of inertia would be better when the harvester is 

subjected to a random excitation. In addition, it is shown that the output power 

expression is independent of the spring’s stiffness. The optimum load resistance to

harvest the maximum power from broadband white noise excitation was obtained and 

validated by Monte-Carlo simulation. The derived optimum load resistance is identical 

to when the constrained system is subjected to a sinusoidal excitation with a frequency 

equal to its natural frequency. Furthermore, the closed-form expression of the output 

power from band-limited random excitation showed that the output power is a function 

of the physical parameters of the system including the spring stiffness and moment of 

inertia. Therefore, from the derived power expression, the optimum natural frequency of 

the energy harvester that falls within the excitation band is obtained. Based on this 

optimum natural frequency and the corresponding mass and reflected moment of inertia, 
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the optimum spring stiffness of the energy harvester can be then obtained.  

 Also in this chapter, the profile of the spectral density of the measured 

acceleration signal of a typical boat is approximated by a Cauchy distribution. The 

distribution parameters of the spectral density of the acceleration signal are then 

estimated and subsequently used to calculate the expected power of the proposed energy 

harvester under real conditions. 
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Chapter 6:  Adaptive tuning of the energy 

harvester for increasing its operational 

bandwidth 

6.1 Introduction 

  Like other energy harvesters, the rotational energy harvester presented in previous 

chapters, was designed to generate maximum power when its resonant frequency 

matches the ambient vibration frequency. However, in applications where the ambient 

vibration frequency is spread over a wide range, an energy harvester with fixed 

resonance frequency would operate in sub-optimum conditions. This important matter 

limits the applicability of a harvester. Therefore, it is vital to design a tuning mechanism 

for varying the resonance frequency and hence increasing the operational bandwidth of 

the device. To this end, recent studies have focused on strategies for increasing the 

operating frequency range of vibration based energy harvesters, resulting in many 

publications including some review papers [103, 104].  

In some studies, the resonance frequency of a single generator is tuned by 

continuously changing the mechanical characteristics of the harvester, namely its mass 

or stiffness. For instance, it is known that in a cantilever resonator, the resonance 

frequency is a function of the beam length and the centre of gravity of the proof mass. 

Wu et al. [105] present a piezoelectric cantilever energy harvester where the resonance 

frequency of the harvester is tuned by changing the position of a moveable proof mass. 

The centre of gravity of the movable proof mass is tuned by driving a screw. It is shown 

that by adjusting the centre of gravity of the proof mass over a range of 21 mm, the 

resonance frequency can be tuned between 130 Hz and 180 Hz. Gieras et al. [106] have 

patented an electromagnetic generator that comprises a cantilever and a set of magnets 

attached to its free end with its fix end being clamped to a base. In this device, a linear 

generator moves a slider back and forth to change the effective length of the cantilever 

and hence tune the resonance frequency of the generator.  Eichhorn et al. [107] studied 

the feasibility of applying an axial load to change the stiffness and thus alter the 

resonance frequency of a Piezo-ceramic. The axial force is applied from a screwed 

spring to the free end of the cantilever beam and is proportional to the number of the 
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revolution of the screw. In a prototype of this device, resonance is adjustable over a 

range of 290-380 Hz by applying a compressive load. Applying a magnetic force is 

another method that is employed to alter the stiffness and thus the resonance frequency 

of an energy harvester. In a device, proposed by Chall et al. [108], two magnets are 

fixed to the free end of a cantilever beam. Two other moveable magnets are placed on 

top and bottom of the fixed magnets so that all magnets are vertically aligned. By 

varying the distance between the two sets of tuning magnets on top and bottom of the 

cantilever with the fixed magnets, the force applied to the cantilever and consequently 

the resonance frequency of the structure is changed. In this device, a maximum tuning 

distance of 3 cm provides tuneability over the frequency range of 22-32 Hz. Another 

approach to alter the resonance frequency is based on the fact that the stiffness of a 

piezoelectric material is a function of the attached capacitive load. The point to note in 

this method is that the piezoelectric transducer is employed to alter the resonance 

frequency while the energy generation technique could be based on electromagnetic, 

electrostatic or piezoelectric conversion. Wy et al. [109] utilised this method to tune the 

resonant frequency of an energy harvester composed of a piezoelectric bimorph 

cantilever. In this generator, the lower piezoelectric layer is used for energy harvesting, 

whereas the upper layer is employed for frequency tuning.  

Besides changing the resonance frequency, widening the operational bandwidth is 

another strategy to improve the performance of energy harvesters in practical 

environments. Exploiting nonlinear springs [110], coupled oscillators [111], structures 

with multiple vibration modes [112] and bistable structures [113, 114] are some of the 

methods employed to widen the bandwidth of harvesters.   

Another approach to shift the resonance frequency of an energy harvester is to 

change its electrical load. It is known that when a resistive load is connected to the 

transducer terminals, it imposes electrical damping to the system. Tuning the electrical 

load at its optimum value can increase the output power of the harvester. This method 

was first demonstrated by Cammarano et al. [73] who used discrete load resistance and 

reactive components to improve the output power of a linear electromagnetic energy 

harvester. This method was used by some other researchers to optimize the performance 

of harvesters when exposed to a frequency varying excitation source [86].  
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In this chapter, we present a new method to broaden the operation bandwidth of the 

proposed ball screw based harvester. In this study, the moment of inertia of the system 

as a mechanical parameter is tuned so that to increase the output power of the system 

when the device is subjected to a frequency-varying excitation. In addition, this chapter 

studies the effect of optimum control of the load resistance as an electrical parameter on 

the output power of an energy harvester. Finally, the chapter studies the combined 

tuning of moment of inertia and load resistance for increasing the output power under 

frequency-varying conditions. The studies are conducted for both constrained and 

unconstrained cases.   

6.2 System modelling 

  Figure 6-1 shows the drawing of the proposed device in Chapter 4 where a 

rotational rod carrying two moving masses is perpendicularly attached to the coupling 

shaft between the generator and the ball screw. 

 

Figure  6-1 CAD drawing of the energy harvesting device an energy harvesting system consisting of 

a sprung mass coupled to a generator through a ball screw. 

Moveable mass  
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The free body diagram of the proposed harvester is shown in figure 6-2 where ,l

,m bgc and k , respectively, represent the ball screw lead, the oscillating mass, 

mechanical damping and the overall spring stiffness.  

 

 

Figure 6-2 Free body diagram of the energy harvester shown in figure 6-1. 

 

From (3.25), it  can be shown that the relative displacement of mass Z  is given by  
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(6.1) 

where tJ refers to the total moment of inertia of the rotational components which is 

obtained from                                                       

,t mi g r bcJ J J J J     (6.2) 

where  and g bcJ J are, respectively, the moments of inertia of the generator and the total 

moment of inertia of the coupling shafts plus the ball screw. Also, rJ is the moment of 

inertia of the rotational rod and is given by  
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Here, rm and L are the mass and length of the rotational rod. Also, if im is the moveable 

rotational mass and r is the distance between the centre of moveable mass to the centre 

of the rod, i.e. rotation axis, the moment of inertia due to the rotation of the moveable 

mass miJ , is defined as  

22 .mi iJ m r  (6.4) 

The natural frequency of energy harvester is given by 
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In addition, the maximum value of the relative displacement occurs when / 0Z   

which gives the resonance frequency of 
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The maximum relative displacement is then given by 
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Also form (3.27) the amount of output power is given by  
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 (6.8) 

It was mentioned in the introduction that there are various methods for expanding 

the operational bandwidth of an energy harvesting system and thereby increasing its 

output power. From (6.8) it can be deduced that the output power of the system shown 

in figure 6-1, is a function of its load lR  and total moment of inertia tJ . This chapter 

investigates the optimal control of these two parameters when the excitation frequency 
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is variable with the aim of maximising the output power of the system. The study is 

carried out on two different states of the system. In the first case, which is called the 

unconstrained mode, the base displacement amplitude is low (Y=0.2 m) and hence, in 

the entire range of the frequency variations, the relative displacement amplitude of the 

oscillating mass is less than the maximum allowable displacement. In the second state, 

which is called the constrained mode, the oscillation amplitude is large (Y=1 m) and as 

a result, in addition to maximising the output power, the control system should be able 

to control the relative displacement of the mass within its allowable range.  

6.3 Tuneable moment of inertia 

In this section, the effect of optimal variation of the moment of inertia in order to 

increase the operational bandwidth and consequently the output power is investigated. 

The system parameters are shown in table 6-1. From (6.3), the moment of inertia of the 

rod supporting the moveable masses is 14.08×10
-5

 kg.m
2
. Therefore, the sum of the 

moment inertia of the ball screw, coupling shaft, generator and rod is 18.48×10
-5

 kg.m
2
. 

As figure 6-1 shows, the two moveable masses are placed along the same axis. From 

(6.4), the moment of inertia of these masses is dependent on their weights and their 

distances from the axis of rotation. When they move towards the centre, the resulting 

moment of inertia is reduced and the opposite occurs when they move out. In this study, 

it is assumed that the two masses move in a symmetrical fashion and hence their 

distances from the axis of rotation are always the same. The distance between the centre 

of masses and the axis of rotation varies between a minimum of 0.005 m up to a 

maximum of 0.125 m. Thus, the minimum and maximum moment of inertia values 

resulting from these distances are 5.00×10
-5

 kg.m
2 

and 3125.00×10
-5

 kg.m
2
, 

respectively. 
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Table  6-1System’s parameters. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

bgc   -2180E-5 N.m.s.rad  L   0.26 m  

k   -1750 N.m  m   15.00 kg
 

iT   -11.25E-1 N.m.A  im
  1.00 kg  

bcJ   23.80E-5 kg.m  rm
  0.025 kg  

gJ   20.60E-5 kg.m  iR   0.32   

l   0.04 m    

6.3.1 Unconstrained system 

In this section the effect of changing the moment of inertia of an unconstrained 

system is studied. The comparison is conducted between a harvester with the capability 

of changing the moment of inertia and a static system with constant moment of inertia. 

In both systems the load resistance is 1.70  which has been obtained from the equation 

for the optimum load resistance derived in (3.32), and the spring stiffness is 750 N/m. 

The moment of inertia of the static system is
2325E-5 kg.m which is obtained from (6.5) 

corresponding to the natural frequency of the device which is equal to =2.8rad/sec.n  

This value of moment of inertia ensures that for the case where the amplitude of base 

displacement is 1m, the relative mass displacement does not exceed an allowable value 

which in our case is 0 0.2mZ  . The resonance frequency is obtained from (6.6) which 

is =3.6rad/sec.r  However, the moment of inertia of the tuneble system can be varied 

from 
223.48E-5 kg.m to 

23143.48E-5 kg.m .  

Figure 6-3 shows the relative displacement of the oscillating mass for different 

frequencies of vibration. It is seen that at frequencies lower and higher than 2.8rad/sec,

the displacement of the harvester mass with variable moment of inertia is larger than 

that of the static device. This is due to the flexibility of the moment of inertia of the 

tuneable harvester. In this system, the position of moveable masses is adjusted so that 

the natural frequency of the device matches the frequency of excitation. However, for 

the static device, the frequency matching occurs only at =2.8rad/sec. Figure 6-4, 
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shows the output power of both systems. As it is seen, the harvester with moving 

masses produces more power for a wide range of frequencies in comparison with the 

static device.  For instance, at frequencies of 1 rad/sec and 6 rad/sec, the tuneable 

energy harvester produces 0.015 W and 17.45 W, respectively; whereas the static 

system at the same respective frequencies does not generate more than 0.002 W and 

3.68 W. 

 

Figure 6-3 Relative displacement of mass in the static system and the system with tuneable moment 

of inertia for different frequencies, in the unconstrained mode. 

 

Figure 6-4 Output powers of the static system and the system with tuneable moment of inertia for 

different frequencies, in the unconstrained mode. 

Figure 6-5, shows the total moment of inertia and the position of the moveable 

masses of the tuneable harvester versus the frequency of excitation. It is seen that at 

lower frequencies the harvester should have a large moment of inertia. The reason for 
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this decision can be understood from the equation of power, derived in (6.8). In fact the 

controller tries to minimize the term   2 22 / ,tk m J l   presented in the 

denominator of (6.8). This is in agreement with the general design criterion (see Chapter 

3) that the energy harvester should be designed so that its natural frequency matches the 

excitation frequency. When the frequency of excitation  is small, 
tJ should increase to 

make the term   2 22 /tm J l   equal to the spring stiffness .k  Conversely, by 

increasing  , tJ should be reduced to maximize the output power. Note that there is a 

constraint for applying this method. As it was mentioned earlier, there is a maximum 

and minimum limit for varying the moment of inertia of the system. It means that if the 

energy harvester is excited at the frequencies above or below the defined range, then the 

moment of inertia of the device cannot be increased or reduced to match its natural 

frequency to the excitation frequency. Therefore, the length of the rod and the moveable 

masses should be selected carefully to provide the appropriate flexibility for the tuning 

system to cover the expected frequency range.   

 

Figure 6-5 Optimal total moment of inertia and the position of variable masses of the tuneable 

harvester, in the unconstrained mode.  

6.3.2 Constrained system 

In this section, it is assumed that the amplitude of base displacement Y is 1 m. 

However, there is a constraint on the maximum allowable relative displacement of the 

mass which is 0 0.2m.Z   As it was mentioned earlier, in the static system the moment 
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of inertia is designed so that for all frequencies, the maximum displacement does not 

exceed 0Z . However, for the system with adjustable moment of inertia, the optimum 

moment of inertia of the device is obtained by solving the following system of equations   
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 (6.9) 

Figure 6-6 shows the displacement of the oscillating mass in both static and 

adjustable harvesters when the frequency of excitation varies. It is seen that at low 

frequencies the adjustable system has a larger displacement. Also, when the excitation 

frequency is greater than the resonance frequency of the static system, i.e. 

3.61rad/secr  , the amplitude of the relative displacement of the mass in the static 

system declines. However, in the other harvester, the moment of inertia of the device is 

tuned in order to keep the mass displacement at its maximum allowable amount. 

 

Figure 6-6 Relative mass displacements in static and tuneable harvesters versus frequency, in the 

constrained mode. 

Figure 6-7 compares the output powers of both static and adjustable harvesters. It is 

seen that by controlling the optimal moment of inertia subject to the condition in (6.9), 

the output power of the device in both low and high frequencies is improved. This also 

shows that the output power of the static system at frequencies of 1 rad/sec and 6 

rad/sec, respectively, is 0.04 W and 92.15 W, whereas, the adjustable harvester can 

produce 0.33 W and 116.75 W output power at the same frequencies. Figure 6-8 shows 

the optimal moment of inertia of the harvester and the position of the moveable masses 
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for different frequencies. It is seen that similar to the unconstrained case and as 

expected, at low frequencies the moment of inertia of the system must be very large. It 

implies that the moveable masses are at the far ends of the rod. By increasing the 

frequency of oscillation, the moment of inertia should be decreased which means that 

the two masses should be moved toward the centre of the rod. This trend is continued 

until the relative mass displacement is 0.2 m which occurs when the frequency of 

excitation is 3.12rad/sec.   After this point and for a short range of excitation 

frequencies, i.e. up to 3.50rad/sec,  the moment of inertia of the device should 

increase in order to keep the relative displacement of the mass constant. However, by 

increasing the frequency of excitation, if the controller does not reduce the moment of 

inertia of the harvester, the relative displacement of the mass will decline. Therefore, to 

keep the mass displacement at its maximum allowable distance, the moment of inertia 

of the device should gradually decrease.  

 

Figure 6-7 Output powers of the static and the adjustable systems for different frequencies, in the 

constrained mode. 
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Figure 6-8 Optimal total moment of inertia and the position of variable masses of the tuneable 

harvester, in the constrained mode.  

6.4 Variable electrical damping 

In this section it is assumed that the moment of inertia of the harvester is constant 

but the load resistance is variable. Similar to the previous section, the comparison is 

conducted for both unconstrained and constrained modes. 

6.4.1 Unconstrained system 

The first comparison is made for the unconstrained mode.  The moment of inertia 

of both systems is 
2=325E-5 kg.m .tJ  Figure 6-9 shows the relative displacement of the 

mass in both static and variable resistance systems for different frequencies. In the 

variable resistance system, the optimum load resistance is obtained from 

/ 0,l out lP R    which results in 
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Figure 6-9 Relative mass displacement for static and tuneable resistance harvesters versus the 

frequency of vibration, in the unconstrained mode. 

 

Figure 6-10 shows the output power of the static and variable load resistance 

systems in the unconstrained mode. As it is seen, by changing the load resistance at 

frequencies around the natural frequency of the device, the output power is increased 

significantly. For instance at 2.8 rad/sec, the harvester with variable resistance produces 

1.55 W whereas, the static system produces only 0.79 W. However, in the case of 

simulations also indicate the superiority of the harvester with tuneable resistance over 

the static system is not very significant at other frequencies. For instance, at 6 rad/sec, 

the system with tuneable resistance produces 4.15 W, while the static system generates 

3.68W. However, by increasing the excitation frequency, the advantage of having a 

variable resistance will be more apparent. Figure 6-11 shows the optimum load 

resistance obtained from (6.10) for different frequencies. The profile of the optimal load 

resistance indicates that the maximum load resistance is selected when the excitation 

frequency matches the natural frequency of the device that, for the simulated system 

here, is 9 . This result is in agreement with the optimum load resistance of the 

unconstrained systems obtained in [72]. 
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Figure 6-10 Output powers of the static and tuneable resistance harvesters versus the frequency of 

vibration, in the unconstrained mode. 

 

 

Figure 6-11 The optimal load resistance of the harvester with tuneable resistance for different 

frequencies, in the unconstrained mode.  
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6.4.2 Constrained system 

In this section, the amplitude of base displacement is 1 m. For the system with the 

variable resistance, the optimum load resistance device is obtained by solving the 

following system of equations   

Figure 6-12 shows the relative displacement of a static system and a harvester with 

variable load resistance in the constrained mode. The output powers of both systems are 

shown in figure 6-13. It is seen that the harvester with variable load resistance can 

produce more power and by increasing the excitation frequency, the superiority of the 

variable resistance harvester becomes even more significant. Figure 6-14 shows the 

change of load resistance for various excitation frequencies in this mode. 

 

Figure 6-12 Relative mass displacement for static and tuneable resistance harvesters versus the 

frequency of vibration, in the constrained mode. 
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Figure 6-13 Output powers of static and tuneable resistance harvesters versus the frequency of 

vibration, in the constrained mode. 

 

 

Figure 6-14 The optimal load resistance of the harvester with tuneable resistance for different 

frequencies, in the constrained mode. 
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6.5 Tuneable moment of inertia and load resistance  

In this section, it is assumed that both moment of inertia and load resistance of 

the system are tuneable and hence, the energy harvester uses both to harvest the 

maximum power from a given excitation source. 

6.5.1 Unconstrained system 

In the unconstrained mode, the moment of inertia is varied so that the natural 

frequency of the energy harvester matches the excitation frequency. To have such a 

favourable condition the total moment of inertia of the system as a function of excitation 

frequency is changed based on the follow equation  

Therefore, the load resistance can be obtained from (6.10) for the condition that n  , 

which results in 

Figure 6-15 shows a comparison between the relative mass displacement of the 

static system and the harvester with tuneable moment of inertia and load resistance, in 

the unconstrained mode. The comparison of the output power between these two 

systems is shown in figure 6-16. It is seen that the amount of output power produced by 

the tuneable system at the frequency of 1 rad/sec is 0.025 W and at 6 rad/sec it is 31.85 

W, that are significantly greater than the produced power by the static device at the 

same frequencies. 
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Figure 6-15 Relative mass displacement for static harvester and the device with variable moment of 

inertia and tuneable load resistance versus the frequency of vibration, in the unconstrained mode. 

 

Figure 6-16 Output powers of the static harvester and the device with variable moment of inertia 

and tuneable load resistance versus the frequency of vibration, in the unconstrained mode. 

 

For the case of simulated power, the moment of inertia of the system and the 

position of variable masses are similar to those presented in figure 6-5. The load 

resistance for all frequencies is calculated from (6.13) which is equal to 9 .  
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6.5.2 Constrained system 

In this section the amplitude of base displacement is again assumed to be 1 m. For 

the system with variable moment of inertia and variable load resistance, the optimum 

values are obtained by solving the following system of equations  

The relative mass displacement is shown in figure 6.17. It is seen that, although for 

frequencies between 1.0 and 1.1 rad/sec, the relative mass displacement is less than 0.2 

m, for all frequencies above 1.1 rad/sec, the load resistance and moment of inertia of the 

device can be tuned so that the mass oscillates at its maximum allowable amplitude of 

0.2 m.  

 

Figure 6-17 Relative mass displacement for static harvester and the device with variable moment of 

inertia and tuneable load resistance versus the frequency of vibration, in the constrained mode. 

The output power in this mode is shown in figure 6-18. It is seen that the tuneable 

system can produce more power at all excitation frequencies. Furthermore, the output 

power of the tuneable harvester at frequencies of 1 rad/sec and 6 rad/sec, respectively, 

are 0.61 W and 193.5 W, which are significantly higher than the power produced by the 

static system. 
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Figure 6-18 Output powers of the static harvester and the device with variable moment of inertia 

and tuneable load resistance versus the frequency of vibration, in the unconstrained mode. 

 

Figures 6-19 and 6-20 respectively show the optimal values of the load resistance 

and the moment of inertia of the device, obtained from (6.14). On these figures, the 

position of the moveable masses as a function of excitation frequency is also illustrated. 

  

 

Figure 6-19 The optimal load resistance of the harvester with variable load resistance and 

adjustable moment of inertia for different frequencies, in the constrained mode. 
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Figure 6-20 Optimal moment of inertia and the position of moveable masses for the system with 

variable load resistance and adjustable moment of inertia, in the constrained mode. 

6.6 Discussion and Conclusion 

There are a number of published approaches for increasing the output power of 

energy harvesters under frequency-varying conditions. Some approaches utilise the 

mechanical parameters of the harvester to adjust the resonant frequency of the device or 

to widen the bandwidth of the generator. In some earlier works, it has been shown that 

by tuning the electrical damping of the system the operational bandwidth of device can 

be increased.   In this chapter, unlike other researchers that have changed the spring 

stiffness or mass to tune the resonance frequency, a variable moment of inertia approach 

to adjust the resonance frequency of the device is employed. Also, the effect of tuning 

the load resistance to increase the output power of harvester at different frequencies is 

investigated. In addition, the performance of the system when a combination of both 

methods, i.e. tuning moment of inertia and load resistance, is studied. The study is 

conducted for both constrained and unconstrained mode. In figures 6-21 and 6-22, the 

output powers obtained from the energy harvester with four different configurations are 

compared, for the unconstrained and constrained modes, respectively. It is seen that in 

both modes, the system with variable load resistance shows a good performance at 

frequencies around the natural frequency of the device. However, for frequencies away 

from the resonance frequencies the system with variable moment of inertia produces 
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more power. Also, this comparison reveals that the tuneable harvester produces 

significantly increased amount of harvested power.  

 

Figure 6-21 Comparison between the output power of four harvesters in unconstrained mode. 

 

Figure 6-22 Comparison between the output power of four harvesters in the constrained mode. 

 

In summary, it was shown here that varying the moment of inertia of the energy 

harvester is a promising approach for broadening its operational band-width in both 

constrained and unconstrained modes. It was also demonstrated that, for the presented 

ball screw based energy harvester, changing the load resistance to control the electrical 
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damping is a useful method to increase the output power of the system over a wider 

frequency range. Furthermore, it was shown that the combination of tuning the moment 

of inertia of the device and adjusting the resistance load can significantly increase the 

amount of harvested power. The approach described in this chapter is a first step in the 

direction of having an autonomous energy harvester with a wide operational band-

width. One of the advantages of the presented method in this chapter is that, unlike 

some other methods [115], changing the adjustable parameters, i.e. moment of inertia 

and load resistance, can be conducted intermittently. In other words, this approach only 

consumes power during tuning operation and does not use energy once the harvester is 

optimally tuned. Note that, in a real environment, the frequency of vibration is mainly 

related to the weather condition and the boat speed and these parameters (and 

consequently the excitation frequency) do not often change quickly.  

This research can be continued by implementing a practical variable moment of 

inertia mechanism. For instance one can employ two step motors as moveable masses. 

In this case, the amount of power needed to move the actuators and the resolution and 

frequency of applying the tuning operation should be determined. Also, to increase 

system efficiency, the energy harvester should be design so that the amount of power 

that is used by the controller and the moveable masses is much less than the power 

produced by the harvester. Designing the controller and variable load resistance circuit 

are outside the scope of this project and can be considered as future work.  
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Chapter 7:  Experiments 

7.1 Introduction 

To validate the idea of energy harvester, a prototype of the device has been 

manufactured. Schematic drawing of the device is shown in Appendix B. In this section, 

the results of the preliminary tests on the harvester are presented. The main purpose of 

the initial tests is to observe the performance of the device under harmonic excitation 

and obtain its frequency response. In addition, experiments are conducted to 

characterize the friction forces and mechanical damping associated with the system. 

Last but not least, through the experiment, the effect of varying the load resistance on 

the output power is observed. The parameters of the manufactured energy harvester are 

shown in table 7.1. 

Table 7. 1 Manufactured system parameters 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

m  8 kg gJ  0.54E-5 kg.m
2
 

l  20 mm lR  0.5 Ω 

k  250 N/m tK  23.2 mNm/A 

bJ  3.66E-5 kg.m
2
 iR  0.1 Ω 

cJ  0.7E-5 kg.m
2
 ball screw length 0.94 m 

7.2 Experimental setup 

Figure 7-1 shows the schematic of the experimental setup used to test the 

manufactured energy harvester. In this setup the harvester is mounted on a horizontal 

electro-hydraulic vibrator and the generator terminals are connected to a three variable 

resistors with a star configuration. Two MEMS accelerometers manufactured by 

Silicon-Design with the sensitivity of 800 mv/g and the dynamic range of ±5g were 

attached to the oscillating mass and the shaker.  A voltmeter sensor is used to measure 

the voltage across the generator terminals, i.e., the load resistance. The movement of 

shaker is controlled by a PC through an 
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Figure 7-1 Schematic of the experimental setup 

 

 

Figure 7-2 Actual implementation of energy harvester. A) Energy harvester, B) Shaker, C) 

Variable resistors. 

A 

B 

C 
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amplifier model FE-376-IPF from Flyde-Signal Ltd [116]. The voltage output signal 

and the accelerations of mass and shaker are captured by a data acquisition (Daq) 

system from National Instrument [117] with a sampling rate of 256 Hz. Figure 7-2 

shows the actual implementation of the test rig, including the energy harvester, shaker 

and variable resistors. Figure 7-3 shows the accelerometer attachment to the shaker. The 

acceleration of shaker is recorded by the channel 1 of the Daq system.   

 

 

Figure 7-3 Accelerometer attached to the shaker 

Figure 7-4 shows the attached accelerometer to the oscillating mass. The 

acceleration of mass is captured by the channel 2 of the Daq system. As the 

accelerometer is attached upside down beneath the mass, to obtain the relative 

acceleration of the oscillating mass to that of base, the measured acceleration signal 

measured by channel 2 was added to the measured acceleration by channel 1 of the Daq 

system. The variable resistors (rheostat), fuses and voltage sensor are shown in figure 7-

5.  The variable resistor consists of a coil of wire with terminals at one end and a sliding 

contact that moves along the coil to change the effective resistance. The resistance of 

the rheostats used in the experiment could be varied from 0.5  to 11. Also, three 

protective fuses were installed between the generator and load to provide an overcurrent 

protection of the generator.   
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Figure 7-4 Accelerometer attached to the underneath of the oscillating mass 

 

Figure 7-5 Variable resistors, protective fuses and voltage sensor 
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7.3 Experimental results 

Despite the constraints of the shaker that does not allow us to test the energy 

harvester in its full stroke mode, preliminary tests are conducted to characterize the 

system and validate the dynamic model of the system. After constructing the test rig, it 

was realized that the amount of friction due to the ball screw and linear shafts is 

tangible. To address the presence of coulomb friction df ,  the equation of motion of the 

system, given by (3.16), is modified as 

         
2

2
sgn ( ) ,dm J z t cz t f z t kz t my t

l

  
          

  (7.1) 

 Therefore, the experiment begun by evaluating the coulomb friction. 

7.3.1.1 Coulomb's friction 

To evaluate the coulomb friction of the energy harvester, the equilibrium positions of 

the mass in two modes were marked. In the first mode, the mass was pushed down until 

the springs were extended up to nearly their maximum allowable limit. Considering df  

as the coulomb friction and 1x  as the extension of springs in this mode, for equilibrium 

position, we have  

1.dmg f kx    (7.3) 

In the second mode, the mass is pushed up and then released. The new equilibrium 

position is different than that of the first mode. Considering 2x as the extension of spring 

in this mode, the new equilibrium position can be written as  

 

2 .dmg kx f   (7.4) 

The distance between the equilibrium positions in these two modes is 6.3 cm. By 

subtracting (7.4) from (7.3), we have  2 1 2 dk x x f  , and considering 250N/mk  , df  

is 8.37 N.   
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7.3.2 Mechanical damping and frequency response 

To obtain the frequency response of the system, the ratio of the relative displacement 

over the base displacement for a range of frequencies is obtained. The amplitude of 

acceleration in this test for all frequencies is 5 m sec
-2

. The experiment is conducted for 

both open circuit condition and with the load resistances of 0.5lR  connected to the 

generator terminals with star configuration. The experimental and numerical frequency 

responses of the system for both these conditions are shown in figure 7-6. The 

numerical frequency responses are obtained by solving (7.1) using Matlab. For the open 

circuit condition, due to the absence of electrical damping, the coefficient c, presented 

by (7.1) is representative of the total mechanical damping of the system .bgc  The 

frequency response of the system in open circuit mode is plotted in figure 7-6 for 

-1 -1Nm rad0.0016 sbgc  which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental result. 

Also, figure 7-6 shows the experimental frequency response of the system for when

0.5lR   . In this mode, the electrical damping of the system, based on the parameters 

shown in table 7.1 for a three phase brushless DC generator, is  

  -1 -2 1 13 0.00 Nm rad27 .si i lT R R


   The theoretical frequency response of the system 

in this mode is shown in figure 7-6. Although there is a reasonable agreement between 

the theoretical and experimental results, it is seen that the theoretical frequency response 

ismoredampedthatcanbeduetotheuncertaintyoftheload’sresistors. 

 

 

Figure 7-6 Analytical and experimental frequency response of energy harvester 
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The maximum electrical damping of the system occurs when the terminals of the 

generator are short circuited. In this condition, the electrical damping is 

  - -12 11
3 0.016 Nm ra1 .d si iT R


  Comparing this value with the experimental mechanical 

damping shows that electrical damping can be up to 10 times larger than mechanical 

damping. This is a useful advantage for the energy harvester as it provides a desirable 

flexibility for tuning the electrical damping in different environmental conditions to 

optimize the output power. 

7.3.3 Base displacement versus relative displacement 

This experiment is conducted to observe the relation between the amplitude of base 

displacement and relative displacement at certain frequencies. The result of this test can 

validatethederivedsystem’sequationofmotion, the mechanical damping and coulomb 

friction that were obtained in previous experiments. In this experiment the excitation 

frequency is kept constant at 0.8Hz f  and the amplitude of base acceleration is 

varied from 1 m sec
-2 

to 6 m sec
-2

. Figure 7-7 shows the measured relative displacement 

at different base displacement amplitudes for both cases of open circuit and with a load 

resistance of 0.5. It is seen that there are good agreements between the results 

obtained from numerically solving (7.1) using Matlab and the experimental result. This 

validates the derived dynamic equation and the obtained value for the unknown 

parameters of the system including mechanical damping and coulomb friction. 
 

 

 

Figure 7-7 Base displacement versus relative displacement at frequency of 0.8 Hz 
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7.3.4 Output power versus load resistance 

The purpose of this experiment is to measure the output power of the system under a 

given sinusoidal excitation frequency for different load resistance values. In this 

experiment, the amplitude of base excitation is 5 m sec
-2 

and the frequency of excitation 

is 0.8 Hz. A comparison between the numerical and experimental output power of the 

system is shown in figure 7-8 when the load resistance varies from 0.5  to 11 . As it 

is seen, the maximum power obtained from the experiment for 1 ,lR    is very close to 

the maximum numerical value. However, at 0.5 ,lR   the produced power is much less 

than the expected power. The load resistance corresponding to the maximum output 

power is derived in (6.10) when coulomb friction is ignored. Based on the parameters of 

the energy harvester shown in table 7.1, and for the mechanical damping value of 

-1 -1Nm rad0.0016 sbgc  , when the system oscillates at 0.8 Hz, the maximum output 

power is obtained when the load resistance is adjusted at 1.05 . Therefore, in theory, 

the output power profile has a steep rise between the short circuit condition, i.e. 

0 ,lR   and the load resistance corresponding to the maximum output power, i.e. 

1.05 .lR   Therefore, in this range, a slight miss-adjustment of the load resistance can 

change the output power dramatically which maybe the case for the 0.5lR    

condition. 

 

Figure 7-8 Analytical and experimental output power versus load resistance 
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 However, in general, the power profile is in agreement with the theoretical predictions. 

In addition, although the maximum load resistance corresponding to the maximum 

power condition has been derived in (6.10) by ignoring the coulomb friction, there is 

still a good agreement between the theoretical and experimental values.   

7.4  Conclusion 

In this chapter, the experimental results of testing a ball screw based energy 

harvester are presented. The main purpose of conducting the experiment is to observe 

the performance of the system and validate the dynamic equations of the system. The 

experimental results that investigate the frequency response, relation between base and 

relative displacements and the output power profile are in reasonable agreement with 

the theoretical calculations. These in turn confirm the validity of the design and the 

derived equation of motion for the system. However, the manufactured energy harvester 

is found to have a mechanical damping coefficient of around 
-1 -1Nm rad0.0016 sbgc 

that corresponds to a damping ratio of 1.41  . Hence, the designed energy harvester is 

an over-damped system which is not desirable in terms of efficiency. Therefore, the first 

step to improve the design of the energy harvester is to reduce its mechanical damping. 

To do this, the following steps may be taken:  

 increase the size of the ball screw pitch,  

 reduce the number of starts of the ball screw,  

 reduce the ball screw diameter,  

 reduce friction in the end-bearings,  

 re-ball the ball screw nut to remove grease or any other contaminant, using the 

smaller ball-bearings in the ball screw nut.  

Also, the harvester has been designed with two end-supports at the top and bottom of 

the ball screw. In practice and for practical purposes, the bottom support can be 

eliminated and the system can be tested with only one top end support. This test is 

helpful in measuring the mechanical damping contribution from the end supports.  
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Chapter 8:  Conclusion and future works 

8.1 Thesis summary and conclusion 

This thesis has presented the study of design and optimisation of constrained 

electromagnetic energy harvesters. Shown here is a brief summary of the chapters from 

this thesis. 

Chapter 2 - Boat’s vertical displacement 

In this chapter, having  reviewed the published work in the area it is shown that 

using direct numerical integration to calculate velocity and displacement from an 

acceleration signal suffer from low frequency noise amplification and integration wind-

up. Consequently, two Kalman filter based methods are proposed for calculating 

displacement from measured acceleration. Integration wind-up is eliminated by 

incorporating an additional state variable, namely the integral of the displacement 

whose "measured" value is assumed to be equal to the known average value of the 

displacement. In many applications this can be assumed to be constant, usually 

conveniently assigned to be zero, if non-linear behaviour and permanent deformations 

are negligible. In the first proposed method, a high-pass filter is used to remove the 

trend component following the Kalman filter calculations. In the second method, a high-

pass filter is incorporated into the Kalman filter to eliminate the low frequency 

amplifications. The described techniques in this chapter are validated using laboratory 

investigations. Based on the described technique here, the displacement profile of the 

vertical excitation of a typical boat is established that is helpful in designing a suitable 

harvester. 

Chapter 3 - Constrained electromagnetic devices for harvesting vibration energy 

 This chapter presents the study of designing electromagnetic vibration energy 

harvesters for constrained applications. A review of different studies shows that existing 

design criteria for vibration energy harvesting systems provide guidance on the 

appropriate selection of the seismic mass and load resistance. To harvest maximum 

power in resonant devices, the mass needs to be as large as possible and the load 

resistance needs to be equal to the sum of the internal resistance of the generator and the
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 mechanical damping equivalent resistance. However, it is shown in this chapter that 

these rules produce sub-optimum results for applications where there is a constraint on 

the relative displacement of the seismic mass, which is often the case. When the 

displacement is constrained, increasing the mass beyond a certain limit reduces the 

amount of harvested power. The optimum load resistance in this case is shown to be 

equaltothegenerator’sinternalresistance.Thesecriteriaareextendedtothosedevices

that harvest energy from a low-frequency vibration by utilizing an interface that 

transforms the input motion to higher frequencies. For such cases, the optimum load 

resistance and the corresponding transmission ratio are derived. In addition, in this 

chapter the maximum output power and the corresponding efficiency of linear and 

rotational electromagnetic energy harvesting systems with a constrained range of 

motion are investigated. A unified form of output power and efficiency is presented to 

compare the performance of constrained linear and rotational systems. It is found that 

rotational systems have greater capabilities in transferring energy to the load resistance 

than linear systems, due to the presence of an extra design variable viz. the ball screw 

lead. Also, in this chapter it is shown that for a defined environmental condition and a 

given proof mass with constrained throw, the amount of power delivered to the 

electrical load by a rotational system can be higher than a linear system. The criterion 

that guarantees this favorable design has been obtained. 

Chapter 4 - Design procedure for a rotational energy harvester 

This chapter studies an optimization process for a proposed ball screw based 

constrained energy harvester. In the proposed device, a ball screw converts the linear 

oscillatory motion of the mass to the rotational motion in order to drive an electrical 

generator. The design process flowchart is developed to provide guidelines for 

determining the optimum device parameters namely its mass, spring stiffness, ball 

screw lead and load resistance. The proposed technique considers practical limiting 

factors involved in the design of a constraint ball screw system including the maximum 

allowable displacement of the oscillating mass. It is shown that, unlike unconstrained 

energy harvesting systems, for such energy harvester where the maximum displacement 

is a constraint, selecting the optimum load resistance should be considered at early 

stages of the design process (i.e., not a posteriori step).  
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Chapter 5 - Harvesting energy from random excitation 

 This chapter evaluates the performance of a proposed device in chapter 4, in 

response to broadband and band-limited random vibrations. Based on mathematical 

equations describing the dynamics of the device, the frequency response function of the 

system is obtained by utilizing the theory of random vibration. Also, the mean power 

acquired from the harvester when it is subjected to broadband and band-limited 

stationary Gaussian white noise is derived. Power expressions are derived in 

dimensional form to provide an insightful understanding of the effect of physical 

parameters of the system on output power. In addition, an expression for the optimum 

load resistance to harvest maximum power under random excitation is derived and 

validated by conducting Monte-Carlo simulation. Interestingly, it is found that the 

derived optimum load resistance is identical to when the constrained system is subjected 

to a sinusoidal excitation with a frequency equal to its natural frequency. This chapter 

provides a guideline for designers to maximize the expected harvested power from a 

system under broadband and band-limited random excitations. Also it is shown that, the 

profile of the spectral density of the measured acceleration signal of a typical boat is 

approximated by a Cauchy distribution. The parameters of the spectral density 

distribution of the acceleration signal are then estimated and subsequently used to 

calculate the expected power of the proposed energy harvester in real conditions. 

 

Chapter 6 -Adaptive tuning of the energy harvester for increasing its operational 

bandwidth 

The rotational energy harvester presented in chapter 4, is designed to generate 

maximum power when its resonant frequency matches the ambient vibration frequency. 

However, in applications where this frequency is spread over a wide range, an energy 

harvester with fixed resonance frequency would operate in sub-optimum condition 

which limits its applicability. Therefore, it is vital to design a tuning mechanism for 

varying the resonance frequency and hence increasing the operational bandwidth of the 

device. It is shown that varying the moment of inertia of the energy harvester is a 

promising approach for broadening its operational band-width in both constrained and 

unconstrained modes. It is also demonstrated that for the presented ball screw based 

energy harvester, changing the load resistance to control the electrical damping is a 

useful method to increase the output power of the system over a wider frequency range. 
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Furthermore, it is shown that the combination of tuning the moment of inertia of the 

device and adjusting the resistance load can significantly increase the amount of 

harvested power. It is shown that changing the adjustable parameters, i.e. moment of 

inertia and load resistance, can be conducted intermittently. In other words, this 

approach only consumes power during tuning operation and does not use energy once 

the harvester is tuned at its optimum condition.  

Chapter 7 – Experiments 

In this chapter, the experimental results of testing a ball screw based energy 

harvester are presented. A reasonable agreement between the frequency response, the 

relation between base and relative displacements and output power profile of the system 

are obtained, which confirms the validity of the design and the derived dynamic 

equation of the system. However, it is shown that due to large mechanical damping 

associated with the ball screw, the manufactured energy harvester is over-damped, 

which is not desirable for an efficient energy harvester.  

 Future works 1.1

The research presented in this thesis has revealed a number of potential venues for 

further work and investigation which are discussed below: 

In chapter 2, for calcutation of the displacement from acceleration by using the 

introduced Kalman filtering methods, it was deduced that the NRE% value depends on 

the ratio of Q/R. However, the optimum value of Q/R is obtained by trial and error 

which is time consuming. This research can be continued  to derive by deriving the 

analytical expression of the optimum ratio of Q/R (if possible). With an analytical 

expression for selecting the noise and measurement covariances, not only the tuning 

process time is decreased but also, the presented kalman filter methods can be directly 

applied for  real-time calculations of displacement from acceleration in different 

applications. 

The study conducted in chapters 3 and 4 focused on designing a constraint system 

for a given environmental condition. However, in practice the environmental vibration 

may vary and hence, a fundamental challenge for such an energy harvester is its respond 
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to harsh weather, i.e. high amplitudes. For instance, by implementing a vibration control 

mechanism to ensure that high amplitudes of excitation will not pose any danger to the 

system.  

Generator inductance has been neglected in this work. It is worth studying its effect 

specially when the system is subjected to high frequencies. This study can be interesting 

as the impedance caused by the generator inductance is related to the relative velocity of 

the oscillating mass, however, on the other hand the relative velocity of the mass is a 

function of generator impedance. Therefore, the system will have a set of recursive 

dynamic equations. 

 

The current research considers the load resistance as a purely ohmic model. 

However, to have a more practical energy harvester an advance energy harvesting 

circuit and power management system should be employed. The power electronic 

circuits should be designed so that to achieve four main goals. Firstly, in many 

conditions, the electricity generated by the vibration energy harvesting system is AC, 

with varying frequency and amplitude which cannot power the electronic devices 

directly. Power electronic circuits should be used to regulate the AC harvested power to 

DC with  a voltage level suitable for the energy storage device or load. In this regard, 

DC-DC converters can be used to boost or reduce the voltage to the range appropriate 

for the load or energy storage. Secondly, in chapter 6, it is shown that having a fixed 

load resistance which has been optimised for certain vibration level results in low 

effieicny in time-varying frequency conditions. A power electronic circuit with actively 

controlable parameters is a key componenet to improve the efficiency of the energy 

harvester in real environment. Thirdly, as it was mentioned earlier, protection of the 

mechanical componenets when the system is subjected to a high level of vibration is a 

fundumental challenge. In an energy harvester, the mechanical system and power 

electronic circuit are coupled and hence, the energy harvesting interface circuits have an 

effect on the dynamics of the mechanical system. The power electronic circuit can be 

used as a part of the active control process to protect the energy harvester. Fourthly, the 

power electronic ciruit is used to power the active control system. For instance, in the 

case of implimenting the variable moment of inertia mechanism presented in chapter 6, 

the power electronic circuit should transfer power from the storage system to moveable 
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masses to adjust them at the optimum position. This implies the necessity of utilising 

power electronic circuits with bidirectional power flow capabilities.  

Some research works including [118] study the effect of employing the non-linear 

damping to increase the dynamic range of energy harvesters. However, these studies do 

not address the physical components that contribut the non-linear dampings of system. 

These studies can be extended to find the effect of utilizing the non-linear damping in a 

rotational energy harvester and also to design and implement an electrical load that 

presents a non-linear behaviour in the system. 

In this work the idea of changing the moment of inertia has been applied to 

increase the operational bandwidth of a rotational energy harvester. However, the 

possibility of utilizing this mechanism in other applications such as inerter or vehicle 

suspension systems can be investigated.  

In chapter 7, it was found that the manufactured harvester is over-damped and 

therefore some modifications, as are mentioned in chapter 7, can be conducted to reduce 

the mechanical damping of system. Furthermore, the dynamic equation of system 

presented in that chapter considers the coulomb friction associated with the mechanical 

components. However, the study can be continued by investigating the non-linearities of 

system to derive a more accurate model for the dynamic equations of system.  

The current work studies the performance of system subjected to single frequency 

and random vibrations. The research can be continued by studying the performance of 

system subjected to multi-frequency vibrations. In this condition the input vibration is 

consisted of different single frequency vibrations.  This study is more important if the 

non-linearities of the system are modelled and the superposition principle is not valid 

any more. 

This research can be continued by designing a hybrid energy harvester. This system 

is a combination of a linear and a rotational energy harvester. If we replace the 

oscillating mass of the rotational energy harvester with a permanent magnet, then there 

is a potential to design a hybrid system. In this idea a set of coils can be located around 

a cylinder which its central axis is aligned with the ball screw shaft. Therefore, 

oscillation of the permanent magnet not only drives the ball screw but also based on the 

analogy of linear generator, it can induce voltage to the coils. This design provides the 
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possibility of applying more electrical damping to the system when it is necessary. In 

addition, by designing two independent power electronic circuits for each generator, we 

can use one of them to contribute the linear electrical damping and the other one to 

contribute non-linear electrical damping which makes the design of power electronic 

circuit much easier. 

This research can be continued by adding two compression springs to the design 

energy harvester. Therefore, the system will have four springs which increase the design 

parameters of system.   

The current study evaluates the performance of system under random and 

sinoiuidal excitations. However, in some applications the system may be subjected to 

impact force. Therefore, the response of system to such input power can be studied, 
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Appendix A    

 

MATLAB-Simulink models 

 

This section includes the following: 

i. MATLAB simulating model of the rotational electromagnetic energy harvester for 

Monte-Carlo simulation. 

ii. MATLAB code for Monte-Carlo simulation 
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i) Simulink model of energy harvester for Monte-Carlo simulation 

 

 

 

 
Figure A. 1 Simulink model of Monte-Carlo simulation 
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Figure A. 2  Simulink model the rotational electromagnetic energy harvesting system 

 

 

 
 

Figure A. 3  Simulink model of B1 in figure A.2 

 

 

 
Figure A. 4  Simulink model of B2 in figure A.2 
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Figure A. 5  Simulink model of B3 in figure A.2 

 

 
 

 

Figure A. 6  Simulink model of B4 in figure A.2 

 

 

 
 

Figure A. 7  Simulink model of B5 in figure A.2 
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ii) MATLAB code for Monte-Carlo simulation 

 
nruns=1000; 
dt=.001;   % Time variable 
sec=20;    % Silumation duration 
nt=(1/dt)*sec; 
w1=0; w2=2*200*pi;      % Frequency range 
A1=0; A2=10;            % Amplitude range 
  
%%%% Random process  
  
for J=1:nruns 
    A=A1+(A2-A1)*randn(1,nt); 
    w=w1+(w2-w1)*randn(1,nt); 
    phi=pi*rand(1,nt); 
    i=0; 
    for t=dt:dt:sec 
        i=i+1; 
        tt(i)=t; 
        X(J,i)=A(i)*sin(abs(w(i))*t+phi(i)); 
    end; 
  
end; 
  
%% System parameters 
h=0; 
f=.5; 
w=2*pi*f; 
wd=w; 
y=1; 
Y0=y; 
i=0; 
M1=8;  
Z0=0.3; 
Bm=53.6e-6;   
kt=0.0739;   %N.m/Amp 
ke=0.0739;    %V/rad/s 
Jm=1140e-7; 
Js=60e-7; 
J=Jm+Js; 
RG=1.01;     %Ohm 
RL=(RG^2+(ke*ke*RG/Bm))^.5;    % Ohm 
Lm=0;%.0000000021;    %Han 
     
B=Bm+(kt*kt/(RG+RL)); 
l=(Z0*4*pi*pi*B/(wd*M1*Y0))^.5; 
VR=(2*pi)/l;  
  
K=(M1+J*((2*pi/l)^2))*(w^2); 
 

%% Runing Simulink model for different load resistance. Monte-Carlo simulation  
  
wn=(K/M1)^.5; 
RL1=0.5;  RL2=3; RL3=7;  RL4=RLopt;   RL5=15;  RL6=30;  RL7=60;      RL8=100; 
TT2=.001:.001:sec; 
TT(:,1)=TT2(1,:); 
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for i=1:nruns 
   

    YY2=X(i,:); 
  
    YY(:,1)=YY2(1,:); 
  
    YYAS=[TT,YY]; 
     
    sim('RenewableEnergyJournalrandomInput8systems'); 
  
    PP1ph(i,:)=pp1(1:1000*sec);    % Output Powerrrr 
    PP2ph(i,:)=pp2(1:1000*sec); 
    PP3ph(i,:)=pp3(1:1000*sec); 
    PP4ph(i,:)=pp4(1:1000*sec); 
    PP5ph(i,:)=pp5(1:1000*sec); 
    PP6ph(i,:)=pp6(1:1000*sec); 
    PP7ph(i,:)=pp7(1:1000*sec); 
    PP8ph(i,:)=pp8(1:1000*sec); 
  
    clear YY; 
    clear YY2; 
    clear YYAS; 
    clear pp1; 
    clear pp2; 
    clear pp3; 
    clear pp4; 
    clear pp5; 
    clear pp6; 
    clear pp7; 
    clear pp8; 
end; 
  
save PP1ph; 
save PP2ph; 
save PP3ph; 
save PP4ph; 
save PP5ph; 
save PP6ph; 
save PP7ph; 
save PP8ph; 
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Appendix B 

CAD Drawing of the designed energy harvester  
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